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1 Introduction

Real time communications are becoming part of our daily life, requiring constrained
requisites with the purpose of being enjoyed in harmony by end users. The factors
ruling these requisites are Quality of Service parameters which are strictly related to
the users’ Internet connections.

Achieving a satisfactory QoS level for real time communications depends on
parameters that are strongly influenced by the quality of the network connections
among the Internet Service Providers, which are located in the path between final
users and Over The Top service providers that are supplying them with real time
services.

Final users can be: business people having real time videoconferences, or adopt-
ing crytpocurrencies in their exchanges, videogamers playing online games to-
gether with others residing in other countries, migrants talking with their relatives or
watching their children growing up in their home countries, people with disabilities
adopting tecnologies to help them, doctors performing remote surgeries, manufac-
turers adopting augmented reality devices to perform dangerous tasks.

Each of them performing their daily activities are requiring specific QoS param-
eters to their ISPs, that nowadays seem to be unable to provide them with a satisfac-
tory QoS level for these kinds of real time services. These kinds of communications
are not only requiring a certain level of QoS, but also their privacy and security have
to be guaranteed. Through the adoption of next generation networks, such as the In-
formation Centric Networking, it would be possible to overcome the QoS problems
that nowadays are experienced.

By adopting Blockchain technologies, in several use cases, it would be possible
to improve those security aspects related to the non-temper ability of information
and privacy. I started this thesis analyzing next generation architectures enabling
real time multimedia communications [1]. In Software Defined Networking, Named
Data Networking and Community Information Centric Networking, I highlighted
potential approaches to solve QoS problems that are affecting real time multime-
dia applications.

During some experiences abroad, such as the one at Murcia University in Spain
and at Gwangju Institute of Science and Technology (GIST) in South Korea, the de-
ployments of Named Data Networking gateways in the NDN worldwide distributed
testbed, and a CICN in a local testbed, have been performed. Both approaches,
even though they are providing promising mechanisms such as multicast and cache,
which would help in the delivery of the desired QoS to the final users, are still not
fully satisfying the requirements of real time applications.

During my experiments I found that applications able to transmit high quality
videos, such as 4k or 8k videos, or to directly interact with devices AR/VR enabled
are missing for both ICN approaches. Then I proposed a REST interface for the en-
forcing of a specific QoS parameter, the round trip time (RTT) [2]. In that work, I
took into consideration the specific use case of a game company that connects with
the same telecommunication company of the final user.

Supposing that the proposed REST APIs have been deployed in the game com-
pany and in the ISP, when one or more users are experiencing lag, the game company
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will try to ask the ISP to reduce the RTT for that specific user or that group of users.
This request can be done by performing a call to a method where IP address(es)
and the maximum RTT desired are passed. I also proposed other methods, through
which it would be possible to retrieve information about the QoS parameters, and
exchange, if necessary, an exceeding parameter in change of another one.

The proposed REST APIs can also be used in more complex scenarios, where ISPs
along the path are chained together, in order to improve the end to end QoS among
Over The Top service provider and final users. In order to store the information
exchanged by using the proposed REST APIs, I proposed to adopt a permissioned
blockchain, analizying the ISPs cooperative use case with Hyperledger Fabric [3].

In this work I proposed the adoption of the Proof of Authority consensus algo-
rithm, in order to increase the throughput in terms of transactions per second. In
a specific case that I examined in this work, I am proposing a combination of In-
formation Centric Networking and Blockchain, in an architecture where ISPs are ex-
changing valuable information regarding final users, in order to improve their QoS
parameters.

In this work I proposed my smart contract for the gaming delay use case, that can
be used to rule the communication among those ISPs that are along the path among
OTT and final users. An extension of this work can be done, by defining billing costs
for the QoS improvements. The main produced results can be summarized as fol-
lows: the study of next generation network architectures [3], the proposal of a REST
interface to enhance end to end QoS [2], the design of a permissioned blockchain
for an ISPs cooperative scenario [3] and the definition of a side chain smart contract
for an ICN blockchain, that still is under reviewing process.

Michele Scarlato gratefully acknowledges Sardinian Regional Government for
the financial support of her/his PhD scholarship (P.O.R. Sardegna F.S.E. - Opera-
tional Programme of the Autonomous Region of Sardinia, European Social Fund
2014-2020 - Axis III Education and training, Thematic goal 10, Investment Priority
10ii), Specific goal 10.5.

Part of the activities have been also funded by the Erasmus Mundus Action 2
Project TEAM Technologies for Information and Communication Technologies, to
support the first period of mobility at Gwangju Institute of Science and Technology
(GIST), the PlaceDoc scholarship to support the mobility period at Murcia Univer-
sity, the GlobusDoc scholarship to support the second mobility period at GIST.

The thesis is organized as follows: in section II an introduction to the QoS pa-
rameters that may influence real time communications has been carried on, in sec-
tion III an overview of existing next generation network architectures and the pro-
posal of my REST interface are presented, in section IV the design of a permissioned
ISPs blockchain for the end to end QoS enhancement is shown, while in section V
the design of an ICN blockchain with the definition of a smart contract is described.
Finally in section VI conclusions and future works are drawn.
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2 A review of existing Next Generation Architecture for
Real Time Multimedia Applications

In the last two decades many real time networked applications have emerged on the
Internet. In order to allow these types of applications to function properly, a special
support from the underlying network such as reliability, timeliness, and guaranteed
delivery, as well as different levels of service quality is required. Unfortunately, the
current “best-effort” Internet architecture is not able to provide this kind of sup-
port. [4]

This is the main reason that has driven to investigate on what Next Generation
Network architectures could be able to face this problem.

An analysis of next generation network architectures enabling real time multi-
media communications is presented in this section. Current network architectures
are not able to support real time multimedia communications for immersive appli-
cation exploiting virtual or augmented reality. After the presentation of the state of
the art, a discussion of open issues and future research direction is presented. Atten-
tion is devoted to the analysis of the benefits that can arise when using Information
centric networks (ICN) as main component of the network architecture for assisting
the deployment of AR/VR.

Designing applications in which multimedia data is delivered and rendered in
real time, providing a natural and realistic sense of immersion for the user, is a very
challenging problem. Each component of the communication chain such as, for
example, data acquisition, data coding, data transmission, data processing, data
rendering augments the system complexity, increases the point-to-point delay of
communications, introduces errors.

A major problem is related to the high unpredictable behavior of current com-
munication networks which goes against the requirements for immersive and in-
teractive multimedia communication. Novel technologies in acquisition, coding,
processing, and rendering are making high quality and realistic content available.
Array video cameras, light field camera, holoscopic display, high technology head
mounted display, and see through lenses are some of the technologies that could
drastically change the consumer and industry market in the near future [5] [6] [7] [8]
[9].

Nonetheless, such technologies generate a huge amount of data that makes even
more complex the design of interactive and real-time communications on current
network architectures. Next generation network architectures and information cen-
tric networking are promising infrastructures for the development of immersive and
interactive applications based on augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR)
[10].

In fact, it has been highlighted that current AR/VR applications are requiring
network resources that are difficult to meet. Therefore, the network infrastructure
needs to be re-evaluated to support such applications. Some well-known issues in
communications are: transmission mode (unicast, multicast or broadcast), latency
(lag, jitter), bandwidth, and distributed computation.

An interesting potential solution is represented by ICN architectures, that en-
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hance the content delivery using features that the current IP network is not offering,
such as data caching and the request or the route of content at network layer using
the name of the content instead of the host’s address.

ICN makes it possible to operate with content at different levels. Thanks to the
representation used to identify a content, that is done through an explicit beginning
and end semantics, it is easily possible to provide the proper amount of resource for
the flow, and track how much data has passed through a device.

Providing caching, each device in the network enables the network to be
content-oriented, storing those contents, indexed by content name, which can be
requested by neighbor nodes. The caching is transparent to the final users, that are
agnostic of the localization of the content. This approach reduces latency in the
access of the content and improves network efficiency.

Multicast is very useful in some applications of AR and VR, but it is not possible
to exploit it, because ISPs are usually blocking multicast traffic that is not explicitly
used by themselves internally. Instead, by using ICN, it is possible to exploit this
feature, that it is very helpful in use cases such as sports and shows where many
users will be participating in receiving the same information.

Moreover, such approach fits perfectly even for novel viewing experience such as
multi view or view interpolation. This chapter aims at reviewing future networking
technologies enabling the development of immersive and interactive communica-
tion, using high technology devices which provide high quality and realistic content.

2.1 Next Generation Architectures reviewed

C.Westphal in [10] deals with the network implications of virtual reality (VR) and
augmented reality (AR), in particular considering some use cases where they can be
deployed. As use cases, he considered office productivity and personal movie the-
ater, retail, museum, real estate and education, sports, gaming, medical and ther-
apeutic maintenance, augmented maps and directions, facial recognition and tele-
portation.

In his work, the use of 5G networks has been considered in order to satisfy the
network requirements for AR/VR applications. In fact, with 5G it is possible to have:
300 Mbps of downlink and 50 Mbps of uplink, end-to-end latency of 10ms, mobility
that can vary from 0 to 100 km/h, allowing the access to thousands of users per km2.
But considering that human can process 5.2 Gbps of data based on their physical
characteristics of human perception, the bandwidth requested for applications that
interact with reality is still far from being provided .

ICN has been taken into consideration by Westphal for the promised abstrac-
tions offered for video delivery. The RFC7933 [11] highlights the challenges and po-
tential of ICN for adaptive rate streaming. Furthermore, a lot of existing works on
ICN can be applied in order to satisfy the QoS requirements of the AR/VR appli-
cations, for example in [12] an architecture has been proposed, that aims to sup-
port metadata driven services in an ICN, providing a better utilization of network
resources through the use of metadata driven traffic engineering.

In their work, they augmented the control plane of a Software Defined Network
including a level for a content management that supports traffic engineering and
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firewalling, avoiding implications at the application level. The architecture that aims
to support metadata driven services in an ICN that they proposed, proves to provide
a better utilization of network resources. They took into consideration only the con-
tent sent over HTTP that represents much of internet traffic. Some changes to the
standard OpenFlow protocol must be made in order to permit the implementation
of the architecture proposed.

Related to multicast, it is important to mention Network Coding (NC) [13] as
technique that is very effective for collaborative media streaming applications. Sub-
stantially, the main logic that resides behind NC is the following: thinking about a
system that performs as relay of information, that can be a node in a peer to peer
network, a router, or a node in an ad-hoc network, when it is acting as relay it is just
forwarding a packet to some other nodes that need to receive it.

Using network coding, the node is able to concatenate packets that it has re-
ceived or created, generating one or more packets destined to another node.Another
possibility is to combine packets linearly, that is a technique that can be used as
form of information spreading.In fact, combining packets of length L linearly, that
resulting encoded packet, also, will have size L.

Unlike concatenation, from the generated packet it is not possible to date the
original information, but, instead, it is possible to use it in order to carry informa-
tion about several original packets. In [14] Fiandrotti et al. address the problem of
finding the packet scheduling policy that maximizes the number of media segments
recovered in the network.

Once they cast this into a distributed minimization problem, they proposed a
heuristic solution that makes the framework robust to infrequent or inaccurate feed-
back information. In the experimentation that they conducted in their local testbed
and in PlanetLab, it has been shown that their scheduling framework achieves lower
bandwidth consumption, lower playback delay and better media quality than a
random-push scheme.

To reduce the bandwidth requested for the transmission of 3D immersive video,
Cesar et al. [15], presented a generic real-time time-varying point cloud codec. The
codec is suitable for mixed reality applications in which 3D point clouds [5] are ac-
quired at a fast rate. In the codec, intra frames are coded progressively in an octree
subdivision. In order to exploit further inter-frame dependencies, they present an
inter-prediction algorithm that partitions the octree voxel space in N x N x N mac-
roblocks (N = 8, 16, 32).

In order to transmit a frame with the octree-based point cloud compression, the
requested bandwidth can vary from 40 to 265 KB, against the bandwidth required
using the RGB-D coding that can range from 132 to 800 KB, achieving an optimiza-
tion in the compression that can be considered around to 4:1.

Al-Shuwaili et al. in [16], proposed an approach to gain mobile energy con-
sumption, compared to conventional independent offloading across users, imple-
mented via Successive Convex Approximation (SCA). As use case, they took the class
of AR applications in which artificial images are overlapped to the real world, via the
screen of a mobile device.

The approach is expected to be composed of five elements: Video source,
Tracker, Mapper, Object recognizer and a Renderer. The only components that need
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to be executed in the mobile devices are the video source and the renderer, that re-
spectively serve to receive the raw video frames from the camera of the smart phone,
and to show the frames that have been processed through the display.

Meanwhile, most of the computation will be performed in the Tracker, Mapper
and Object recognizer, that perform the functions of tracking the position of the user
related to the environment, building a model of the environment and identifying
objects that are already known. These three components can be offloaded, and if it
is, Mapper and Object recognizer can collect inputs from other users that are in the
same area. In this work, it is shown the collaborative nature of the AR applications,
necessary in order to reduce communication and computational overhead.

Ravindran et al. [17] proposed a framework to enable ICN based service platform
as Virtualized Network Functions (VNFs) and also to enable several edge-cloud ser-
vices such as enterprise applications, big data analytic, or M2M/IoT services. The
platform is generic, and is able to support several ICN protocols and corresponding
real-time and non-real-time services, leveraging ICN features such as name based
routing, caching, multicasting, and flexible security techniques. They compare the
scalability among the proposed ICN platform and a peer-to-peer design, making a
performance analysis on a network based conferencing solution for an enterprise
that is aimed for interactive real-time multimedia applications capable of scaling to
many participants.

Ravindran et al., in [11] are proposing a framework called HomeCloud, with the
purpose to be more efficient in terms of latency, able to support the massive and
ever-increasing amount of data generated by the ‘Internet of Things’ and improv-
ing the portability across platforms, through the use of open standards, such as NFV
and SDN, and the consequential implementation of VNFs. To break the monopoly
of the conventional centralized cloud computing providers, and to nurture innova-
tions, especially from the small and medium-sized application providers, they are
proposing an open edge cloud framework to efficiently deliver future new portable
applications over a shared edge infrastructure. The framework uses NFV in the edge,
affording local computing, storage and networking close to edge mobile devices,
that are running those applications that generate massive volume of data and re-
quire low latency.

Humernbrum et al., in [18], proposed an architecture design of an SDN mod-
ule which implements the API functionality required by Real-time Online Interac-
tive Applications (ROIA). Even if the SDN module has not been proposed to support
AR or VR scenarios, it is suitable for computation and interaction-intensive train-
ing, multiplayer online games, simulation based e-learning, and more. All these
applications demand high quality of service (QoS) on the underlying network. In
order to meet these requirements, they proposed to use SDN, for exploiting the de-
coupling of control and forwarding logic, from the network infrastructure, making it
programmable for applications.

The aim of the module is to help in the management of the SDN infrastructure
at runtime according to the application requirements, in order to lead to a higher
and better quality of experience (QoE) for the end-user. QoE has been defined as a
suboptimal QoS perceived by the end-user.

In-home consumer electronic (CE) devices that incorporate the emerging SDN
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Figure 1: System architecture of Gateway HomeBox and the SDN-leveraged inter-
connection of two home networks [19].

paradigm have been shown by Kim et al. [19]. Through the prototype that they de-
veloped, they realized a multi-home visual-sharing scenario, tying family members
closely, by geographically extending their home networks. In this scenario, for exam-
ple, children can remotely enjoy a film which is provided by a home media center at
their relatives. The network architecture that they design, is composed of two main
components: a Control Box and an SDN-enabled Homebox Gateway.

In order to interface users with the devices, an Application Description set of
messages has been defined. The control box has the task to configure the HomeBox,
in order to support the integration of multiple home networks. The federation task
is performed only when a user sends explicitly a request with an AD messaging. It
is important to say that the Control Box will be hosted, with high probability, by
third party trust provider. For this reason, an SDN-based two-tier messaging has
been implemented, in order to prevent privacy concerns about opening the packet
visibility, to a central point.

The raw information of every IP packet within a home network is exclusively
open to the HomeBox devices deployed in the same network; thus, the Control-
Box cannot directly take in-home packet visibility apart from getting fine-grained
networking information from a user-generated AD message.The HomeBox Gateway
can be thought of as a small-scale SDN controller having a rich featured data plane,
which accomplishes a flow-based virtual overlay networking.

Within a home it functions as a residential home router but provides a mission-
critical networking service, alone or in cooperation with a subsidiary HomeBox. This
device has the packet visibility of all in-home flows and leverages a home network
view to compose a network service. The service composition can be performed
through a pipeline in which modularized software functions are routed.
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Figure 2: The SmartFIRE federation of European and South Korean testbeds [20].

The HomeBox is also responsible for populating flows entries to be fed into the
embedded data plane or sent to the subsidiary HomeBoxes. The flow entries are
stored in the flow table, that guides ‘what and how’ to process packet flows. Even if
it is considered a home network scenario, the use of a flow-based networking control
on a vantage point enables improved control granularity and major flexibility. Figure
1 shows the system architecture of the Gateway homebox, and shows how through
the AD messages the home to home connection is performed via the ControlBox. It
is important to mention the possibility to implement in an intercontinental SDN-
based testbed the architecture that I am going to propose in this work.

SmartFIRE [20] includes many smaller-scale testbeds in Europe and South Ko-
rea. It is the first intercontinental federation of SDN, that provides wireless, wired
and cloud technologies. The aim of the framework is to provide experimentation
services easily with the heterogeneous resources that have been made available. The
infrastructure is OpenFlow-based, and experimenters can access the infrastructure
just once they have been authorized and authenticated through a distributed Public
Key Infrastructure (PKI).

PKI permits users to access to the different federated testbeds through a single
account, while resources’ reservation has been organized using Slice-based Facility
Architecture (SFA) [20] that is a GENI adopted architecture. The main purpose of
SmartFIRE is to extend the cOntrol Management Framework (OMF) [21] unifying
multiple testbeds in just one platform and controlling them from a single frame-
work.

It is in fact taken into consideration the possibility to test an ICN architecture,
that has been already implemented in SmartFIRE, using wireless and SDN technolo-
gies. Figure 2 shows which testbeds form the federation of the European and South
Korean SmartFIRE.

Table 1 shows a list of the problems, the network technologies and the use cases
addressed in the related work analysis.
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Table 1: List of Problems, Network Technologies and Use Cases Addressed in the
Related Works.

Ref Problem addressed Network Technologies Use case

[10]
Challenges in Networking

to support AR/VR Applications

5G
ICN
MEC
SDN

General

[17]

Provide edge-cloud services
for M2M/IoT, enterprise

application and
big data analytic

Edge-Cloud
ICN
NFV
SDN

Confe-
rence

[22]

Provide robustness and
efficiency in data

dissemination using
distributed data synchronization

NDN Chat

[18]

Provide high QoS in SDN,
using an SDN module
which implements API

functionality requested by ROIA

APIs
SDN

ROIA

[19]

Realize a multi-home
visual-sharing scenario

extending geographically
home networks.

SDN
HomeBox and

ControlBox
(prototyped

devices
SDN-Enabled)

Multi-
home

Visual-
sharing

[16]

Reduce mobile energy
consumption under latency

constraints, through a
joint optimization of the

allocation of communication
and computational resources.

MEC AR

[23]

Provide a federated
intercontinental testbed

with wireless, wired
and cloud capabilities.

ICN
MEC
NFV
SDN

Defined
by the
experi-

menters

[14]

Improve the throughput
and provide a high

degree of robustness through
the linear combinations of

previously received information
by one node of the

network.

Network
Coding

General
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Figure 3: ICN as A Service-Centric Narrow Waist [17]

2.1.1 An ICN architecture based edge-cloud services

In [17], Ravindran et al. wanted to exploit the features offered by Network Function
Virtualization (NFV) and SDN. NFV offers Open-APIs that permit the communica-
tion among the cloud computing framework and the outside world. Through these
APIs it is possible to achieve service virtualization allowing dynamic scaling of com-
puting. Figure 3 shows a graphical representation of the relation between NFV, ICN,
and SDN using the narrow waist model.

NFV can be run on commodity hardware, ideally providing functions that work
from L2 to L7 of the ISO-OSI stack. Challenges in NFV range from realizing software
functions as reliable, secure, and with the same performance as hardware based re-
alizations, to complex live migration and scale network functions on-demand across
multiple domains. They consider that software functions not only need to be inte-
grated with existing network management infrastructure, but also new management
extensions are required, in order to monitor the virtualized infrastructure.

On the other hand SDN offers the separation of control and forwarding planes,
permitting fine grained service control, adaptation to varying states of the forward-
ing plane or states of a service. This is done through the use of standardized APIs
that connect services and controllers, named Northbound APIs, and controller and
forwarding elements, named southbound APIs, that allow independent evolution of
the service, control and forwarding planes.

Challenges in SDN are mainly related to the controller management, in partic-
ular it is necessary to address topic, regarding the northbound boundary such as:
placement, fault tolerance, consistency of networks state and forwarding policies;
while for the southbound interface the challenges are about the scalability of the
forwarding elements, to handle flows from various work loads arising from deploy-
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ment scenarios, such as in an enterprise, data center, or provider environments.
The architecture of the proposed framework has been represented as an hour-

glass. On top of it, there is the service virtualization layer enabled by NFV, that per-
mits the provisioning, scaling and migrating on demand services, that in this case
are represented by ICN protocol and service instances. At the bottom of the hour-
glass there is the SDN, used to manage the bandwidth, permitting, in fact, to subject
ICN flows. Those flows are related to consumers, ICN services communications and
related to service policies, which also include context adaptation.

The waist is the ICN, that connects consumers to services through expressive
ICN-APIs that are extended to express contextual changes, in order to allow real-
time adaption of services to the consumer’s context(s).

They proposed an hourglass representation of the ICN as A Service-Centric Nar-
row Waist architecture, where at the bottom of the hourglass there is SDN which
allows ICN flows between consumers and ICN services to be subjected to service
policies, which also include policy adaptation. SDN will be used to satisfy the dy-
namic bandwidth requested from ICN services, that certainly leverages computing
and storage resources.

ICN is, in fact, in the waist of the hourglass, in which consumers and services are
connected through expressive ICN-APIs that not only include Get() or Put() primi-
tives, but also extended primitives to express contextual changes, in order to allow
real-time adaption of services to consumer’s context(s). At the top of the hourglass
there is the service virtualization layer enabled by NFV, which allows services to be
provisioned, scaled and migrated on-demand. Referring to ICN, the services are ICN
protocol and services instances.

They proposed an ICN based edge-cloud framework, in order to exploit some of
the features that ICN offers, such as: the in-network processing, large scale mobility
through late-binding features and equal support for both, ad hoc and infrastracture
based application and the transport layers. ICN de-couples application from the
transport layer, by first naming entities such as applications, services, and content
and then binding consumers to them, through ICN’s name resolution layer.

The framework that they proposed is aimed for:
- Information-centric application such as conferencing or IoT applications, and

provides name based content dissemination, in-network caching, receiver-oriented
interest and data multicasting, content level integrity, privacy and provenance.

- The provision of open-APIs to stake holder entities, such as ICN service own-
ers (i.e. if service is hosted), ICN service controllers (for policy fine grained en-
forcement, performed from operator’s or third party controlled) and ICN consumers
(consumers of a particular ICN service, such as IoT applications, conferencing, V2V
etc.).

- The adaptation to user dynamism, through the adaptation to the change of
the context and to achieve service level dynamism, such as scaling, migrating, and
replicating service resources on-demand.

The important components that form the architecture are: ICN cloud orchestra-
tor, ICN service platform and ICN service layer. The ICN Cloud Orchestrator is the
interface with the ICN service owners, that are able to program the cloud resources
through the ICN service-API. These APIs allow service owners to express ICN specific
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change to computing/storage/bandwidth resources to adapt to service load condi-
tions.

The orchestrator converts service requirements into actions that permit to meet
service objectives: this is done through the communication with the ICN service
controllers that, in turn, interact with the underlying NFV cloud, composed of ICN
Service Platform. The ICN service controllers are one of the components that realize
the control plane of the SDN framework, together with the ICN network controller.

These controllers interact via the ICN service control API. Through the service-
API, the platform provides feedback of service usage statistics to service owners.
This permits to scale service requirements benefiting through a pay-as-you-go strat-
egy. Furthermore, service customers (as in an enterprise) use the service-API to pro-
vide the required resources as in a software-as-a-service (SAAS) set up, in which case
a slice of the ICN service resource is devoted to the customer’s use.

The ICN service platform is composed of VNF instances in the form of ICN pro-
tocol and service control functions. The protocol is implemented through an ICN
service router, that activates an ICN forwarding plane; this, in turn, performs name
based routing inter-connecting ICN services instances, which can be distributed
among several edge-cloud instances. The forwarding plane is managed through the
ICN service controllers aforementioned, that manage the name based routing poli-
cies of the ICN service router.

The control plane is composed also of ICN service gateway (ICN-SGW), which
is the interface with ICN consumers through the ICN UNI-API, to resolve service re-
quests to ICN service instance(s). The UNI-API are used to help in service discovery
and service context adaptation of the User Entity (UE). Another component of the
platform is the Service Profile Manager (SPM), that is a database used to resolve ICN
service ID to the location(s) of the ICN service instances.

ICN services are instances of applications such as content distribution, confer-
encing, or IoT services, which execute their own service logic through interaction
with several other service instances. The ICN service layer implements service func-
tions in order to allow the consumer’s application to interact with the ICN service
platform, using the ICN UNI-API.

The End User device and the home router of the user, interact with an archi-
tecture in which a Service Access Layer is implemented, with the aim of providing
functions such as: service discovery, resolution, publish and context management.
In the same architecture, applications interact with SAL through the ICN APP-SAL
API, at least in the phase of service bootstrapping and management functions.

Inside the ICN service gateway there is a service access point (SAP) that inter-
prets user requests and invokes service management tasks, which include discovery,
resolution, publishing, or handling context changes. These tasks can be handled lo-
cally or with the help of other SDN control components and the SPM. Instances of
ICN service can trigger service orchestration through ICN-SDW’s service manage-
ment functions.

Service orchestration is the concatentation of multiple services realized as a ser-
vice graph to satisfy a user request. The interaction among service management
functions of ICN-SGW could also be sued by ICN services in order to discover other
services, or to request more resources on-demand, so as to meet its service require-
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ments without involving its own service control components or the service manager.
The ICN service platform that they proposed exploits cloud computing features

of NFV in order to realize an ICN platform that is able to instantiate several services
corresponding to any ICN protocol. By nature, the instantiated service could be real-
time or non real-time. A network based conference application has been considered
as reference use case.

They measured the convergence time and compared, through a performance
analysis, with a peer-to-peer design model called Chronos [22]. The network topol-
ogy has been simulated using ndnSIM [24], and it has been designed including two
segments of the transport network: an access network and a core network. For the
core network two different topologies have been considered, a 3-by-3 grid network,
and an Abilene network, in three different simulation scenarios.

The access network is composed of a two-level tree topology, in which each ac-
cess network has a router connected directly to a proxy, that resides in the core net-
work. The use of proxies introduces less control overhead in the network based so-
lution compared to the peer-to-peer model. In fact, the update load handled by a
proxy node increases linearly with the number of proxies. This is in contrast to the
peer-to-peer case where the total of control messages in the network is O(n2), where
n is the number of participants in the network.

2.1.2 ROIA architecture

Using SDN it is possible to avoid static techniques of controlling the QoS, like the
reservation of network bandwidth with Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) or
Diffserv, that have to be configured manually by the network administrator, as they
do not fit with the dynamically changing demands of ROIA.

The specifications, the design and the implementation of a novel Northbound
API for the development of ROIA, which can use the advantages of SDN, are also de-
scribed. Experimental testing and the evaluation of the results, for its prototype im-
plementation are finally reported. Figure [18] shows the basic architecture, in which
it is possible to observe how ROIA client are directly connected to a SLA Manager, in
order to be provided with the requested QoS, and the SLA Manager communicates
with the SDN Module running on the Server through the SDN Controller.

The SDN module is composed of three components: a) the specification com-
ponent which offers data structures and functions which are used by the ROIA de-
veloper to formulate network requirements. In the SDN module, a flow is uniquely
defined by the sender’s and receiver’s IP address and port, as well as an optional flow
label.

b) The administration component that contains the key functions of the SDN
module. Through these functions the ROIA developer can transmit QoS policies to
the SDN controller or cancel the requirements of policies that have been already
transmitted to the controller. Implementing this module outside the controller, per-
mits the ROIA developer to inquire SDN module in order to know the current status
of the network without having direct contact with the controller.

c) The communication component is used to coordinate the connection and
communication among the application and the SDN controller. This component
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Figure 4: Architecture: a ROIA process serves connected clients, re-quests network
QoS from the SDN Controller, and reports QoS information to the SDN Controller
[18].

works transparently for the user, in background, neither ROIA developer works with
this component. The communication among the specific implementation language
of ROIA API and the controller side is performed through a REST-based API imple-
mentation.

Taking an upper level look at the architecture, it is possible to identify the four
main components, that are: a ROIA process, ROIA clients, the SDN controller and
the underlying network. In the ROIA process the SDN module is implemented and
it will interact with the SDN controller. In the tests performed, in order to provide
a good QoE to the final users, they considered the requested bandwidth as the only
metric.

In particular, it has been showed that the controller is able to react to the situ-
ation in which the hosts start to increase the traffic, and are using the path already
used by the application, that requires a minimum amount of bandwidth in order to
provide a real time service. The simulations have been done using Mininet [25], and
in particular, the increase of traffic is performed through the use of Iperf [26], that is
able to continuously send randomly created data to a given receiver and calculates
the achieved throughput.

2.2 Discussion of future research direction

Westphal in [10] specifies some requirements on the network architecture. Usually
network architectures are hierarchical server architectures, where functions are pro-
vided to the edge of the network, in order to ensure responsiveness and accomodate
the users in accordance with their number. Another element is needed, which is the
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Virtual Environment (VE). This element can be shared among clients, in peer-to-
peer applications.

The introduction of this element brings to a new architectural design whose goal
is to place the processing as close to the edge of the network as possible. Westphal
considers the 5G scenario, and identifies in the Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) [16]
one possible network architecture, where MEC server holds AR data and AR object
caches for high bandwidth/low latency content delivery.

Furthermore, it is considered the use of APIs and properly placed functions in
order to transmit the representation of a VE. One solution can be the transmission
of the whole representation, and let the device choose which specific view to dis-
play. But this solution is the most inefficient way to use the network, because the
representations that will be transmitted, will be never observed by the user.

In [27] it is treated the specific sub-case of 360 video in which it is demonstrated
that the approach that they propose can save up to 80% of bandwidth consumption.
They proposed two methods: the first is packetizing the representation of the VE
into views, and then sending only the views required; while the second method is the
prediction of what direction the user will take, forecasting the position, and finally
using this prediction in order to send just the predicted views.

Ravindran et al. in [17], proposed an ICN framework implementing a chat ap-
plication in which they show how more scalable their hierarchical proxy architec-
ture is compared to Chronos [22], that uses a peer-to-peer approach over NDN [24].
The original challenge was a conference solution, in fact they proposed to proto-
type their architecture for enterprises that want to exploit interactive real-time mul-
timedia applications. They use Content Centric Networking (CCN) whose goals are
to provide more secure, scalable and flexible networks; an interesting derivative of
CCN is Named Data Networking (NDN), that, thanks to the architecture differences
integrated, reduces the time in search of data.

Humernbrum et al. in [18], in order to address the dynamic QoS demands of
ROIA, proposed a novel Northbound API, that has been specified, designed and im-
plemented. The functionality of the proposed APIs is implemented in an SDN mod-
ule, and it has been tested with mininet [25], that is a network simulator. In order
to be more precise and realistic in measurements, the SDN module can be tested in
real testbeds, such as, for example, the above mentioned SmartFIRE.

Kim et al. in [19], prototyped SDN-enabled CE devices that permit to create a
multi-home visual-sharing network. A combination of their prototype together with
an ICN architecture in order to provide caching of the contents, can be an interesting
adaptation so as to allow the deployment of multi-home augmented reality applica-
tions. This integration would require more disk space than the one offered by the
FPGA used in their prototype, hence an upgrade to a bigger disk would be manda-
tory.

Coding techniques have been taken into consideration in this work, such as the
codec presented in [15] and the possibility to implement Network Coding in the data
plane of the architecture that I want to implement. It is in fact clear, that the solu-
tions nowadays proposed still are not satisfying the strong requirements of real time
multimedia applications.
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2.3 QoS Architecture

In "Leveraging OTT and ISP cooperation to enhance end to end QoS by exchanging
valuable resources" [2] I proposed a REST interface for the enforcing of a specific
QoS parameter, the RTT. Over The Top (OTT) providers detecting bad QoS for their
users can not influence on the network by themselves. On the other hand, the Inter-
net Service Providers (ISPs) along the path only see the effect in their own network.
The users might agree on reducing a property (e.g., the bandwidth) on contract Ser-
vice Level Agreements (SLA) with ISP to enhance other properties (e.g., Round Trip
Time).

This work proposes a communication mechanism between OTT and its own ISP
who could act as a relay with bordering ISPs chaining up to user premises, thus fi-
nally obtaining better QoS for the pair OTT/user, reducing ISPs load in return. This
work proposes a REST interface for the specific case in which enforced RTT is to
be exchanged by reducing available bandwidth as a counterpart, to be extended in
future work.

Two entities exchanging information remotely is defined as end-to-end connec-
tivity. This does not apply to worldwide communications, where connectivity is de-
livered over a bunch of ISPs. In general and for short term communications, the
entities have only control over the last mile connectivity parameters, by means of
contracts with strict SLAs with their ISPs.

If specific QoS is required for a certain service, only in special cases and mainly
through third parties, long term SLAs can be signed, but for individuals and for short
periods of times, this kind of service is not affordable. As a result, the deployment of
services in the last mile, such as CDNs, has been lately widely employed. But for in-
teractive services in which content is dynamic and/or calculated, the prior approach
is not always feasible.

OTTs operate on top of the Internet and those relying on end-to-end communi-
cations between their customers and centralised servers, suffer from the best effort
approach of the Internet. Even if the OTT might be able to identify low QoS for a
certain customer which probably is not a customer from its own ISP, the OTT can
negotiate better SLAs with its own ISP and obtain better communications for the
whole connection, but that does not ensure that this precise customer obtains an
increase in the QoS.

The OTT requires the means to request for enhancements for a certain customer
which, in turn, might require extending the request to multiple ISPs in the path in a
delegated QoS request. In this work I define a Representational State Transfer (REST)
application program interface (API). The APIs I defined use the HTTP requests POST
and GET, in order to create and retrieve resources. RESTful API is an architectural
style and approach to communications that is generally used in the development
of web services. The stateless nature of the calls enable this approach to scale and
accommodate load changes.

On the other hand, the customers might agree on reducing some terms of their
SLAs to augment others, e.g, reduce the download speed in order to reduce the RTT
to a certain service, similarly to what some DSL operators offered with Annex M, by
which upload speed was incremented by means of sacrificing the download speed
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on user request. How the changes in the network might be enforced is out of the
scope of this work, but leveraging on SDN looks like a good starting point for such a
system.

These dynamic agreements attract new business models in which OTTs would
be able to enhance their Quality of Experience (QoE) by means of customer oriented
QoS enhancement, users could experience an increase in the QoS for their favourite
OTT by reducing unused parameters of their contracts and finally the ISPs, not only
the one related to customer and OTT but also the intermediate ones, which could
sell better paths to the edge ISPs. These last ones would be able to reduce the over-
provisioning of their networks by means of these agreements with their customers,
exchanging SLA capabilities in a profitable way for the ISP and with extra incoming
in the case of the OTT, by offering a finer grained service enhancement.

2.3.1 Related works to the QoS Architecture proposed

Many solutions have been proposed in order to solve QoE and QoS related prob-
lems. Among them, there are solutions that make use of the Software Defined Net-
works (SDNs), which is a network paradigm where the programmability of the con-
trol plane can be exploited in order to monitor QoE parameters. Other solutions
taken into consideration in my work have an economical approach.

The generic QoE management framework presented by Seppanen et al. [28],
which is applicable to a broad range of systems, can be useful for data acquisition
and the monitoring levels. In their work it is demonstrated an instantiation of the
framework as a network access point management system for RTP-based video. The
system is able to positively affect the perceived quality of the multimedia application
considered, and also to reduce over-prioritization and optimize resource usage.

The QoE function, proposed as a “QoE-service” for on-demand services, or pre-
mium users, based on SDN, introduced by Liotou et al. [29], is able to provide a
global resource view. Furthermore, the view is combined with complementary QoE
metrics, to assure the desired performance for OTT applications by adopting traffic
management mechanisms. Also they investigated a set of use cases that demon-
strate its suitability and applicability to Long Term Evolution (LTE) networks.

An interesting management and orchestration architecture able to differentiate
network services with quality level assurance and to enforce agreed SLA, has been
defined by Ongaro et al. [30]. The defined architecture exploits the use of SDN in
conjunction with the OpenFlow protocol. They formulate the problem of enhanc-
ing Qos and QoE in terms of packet loss and delay, with the Integer Linear Program-
ming (ILP). In the formulation the network constraints and the requirements of real-
time applications have been taken into account. Also, once discovered the optimal
solution, they evaluate the impact and benefits of the proposed schema using the
Mininet network emulator.

Durner et al. [31], provide a study of the impact on dynamic QoS mechanisms
and their realizations for OpenFlow-enabled SDN switches. Although SDN and, in
particular, OpenFlow as one dominant realization claim to provide a standardized
interface to control network traffic, their measurement results show a noticeable
diversity for different OpenFlow switches.
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2.3.2 QoS Architecture proposal

In my proposal it is considered the general use case where both user and the OTTs
perceive a lack of quality in the service. But the OTTs might not be able to influence,
neither know, anything about the user’s ISP connection, even if the ISP is the same
for both entities.

For the OTTs, receiving information related to the connection of the users, would
be very useful to figure out what the problem is. I propose a way to trigger the ISP to
make an exchange of one parameter for another, for example enabling the exchange
of bandwidth in excess in favor of a reduction of the RTT, in order to provide a better
QoS to final users. In particular, gaming, video streaming and video-conferences are
applications that need to reduce lag. I am proposing REST APIs useful for commu-
nication among OTTs and ISPs, able to show to the OTTs some QoS parameters, and
verify if they are below the desired levels, while other parameters are being wasted
or unused.

There is no restriction or suggestion on how the ISPs could enforce a certain QoS
level and restrain the exceeding parameters in exchange, but it is clear that the SDN
paradigm can play a key role in this kind of solutions, both because of the possibil-
ities that it offers in terms of applying flow based policies, as well as the centralized
control view of the network, therefore being able to assess its real status.

Table 2 describes the calls to the methods that I consider useful, in order to pro-
vide a better QoS to final users experiencing lag in the gaming use case. The simplest
case I considered is when OTT and user are using the same ISP. Whenever there are
one or more ISPs in the middle, the chaining has to be considered. The chaining
here refers to the advantage of the connection between border ISPs which implies
a trust relation so that the OTT’s ISP relays the request, if accepted, to the next ISP;
likewise packets are forwarded based on routing algorithms.

It is not foreseeable a direct connection between the OTT and any ISP which
is not providing a direct service to the former. For example, if the game company
is Spanish and connects through Telefonica, and the user is connected through the
same telecommunication company, the ISP will be the same. Supposing that the ISP
and the game company deployed the REST APIs that I am proposing, and the latter
notices that one or more of his users are experiencing lag, the OTT will try to ask the
ISP to reduce the RTT for a certain user, or a group of users.

The gaming OTT can perform a call to the method:
POST /qos/rttreduction?network=IPv4/netmask&maxrtt=maxdesiredrtt
asking the ISP to reduce the RTT, passing as parameters the IP of the host or the

network of hosts, and the maximum RTT desired.
The information about the QoS parameters of the user connection can be re-

trieved by the OTT calling the method:
GET /qos/minmaxrtt?network=IPv4/netmask. This method is used to request to

the ISPs the minimum and the maximum RTT for a particular host, or network of
hosts. In order to have a fair exchange, reducing the lag in exchange of, for example,
a reduction of the bandwidth, the OTT needs to know which is the amount of band-
width available for one particular host, or a network of hosts. The game company, in
this case, can call the method GET /qos/availablebw?network=IPv4/netmask. If there
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Table 2: REST APIs for ISP communication in QoS.

REST Call Description

POST /qos/r t tr educti on?net wor k =
I P v4/netmask&maxr t t = maxdesi r edr t t

With this POST the gaming
OTT asks the ISP to

reduce the Round Trip Time,
passing the IP of the

host or the network of hosts,
and passing the maximum

RTT desired.

GET /qos/mi nmaxr t t?net wor k =
IPv4/netmask

With this GET it is
requested to the ISP

the minimum and the
maximum RTT

for one particular host,
or network of hosts.

GET /qos/avai l ablebw?net wor k =
IPv4/netmask

With this GET it is
requested to the ISP the
bandwidth available for

one particular host,
or network of hosts.

POST /qos/exch −av −bw4r t t − r ed

With this POST the OTT
wants to exchange the

available bandwidth with
a reduction of the RTT.

is remaining bandwidth for a certain user, or a group of users, and it is possible to
reduce its or their RTT, the OTT can propose to the ISP to exchange the available
bandwidth with a reduction of the RTT, calling the method POST /qos/exch – av –
bw4rtt – red.

In scenarios where the OTT and the user are connected to different ISPs, the
chaining concept, as shown in figure 5, must be applied. It is shown how the OTT is
connected to its ISP, in turn connected to bordering ISPs. The former, before reach-
ing the users ISP, has to cross one ore more border ISPs in the path to offer End-to-
End QoS. In this scenario I assume that data concerning the QoS perceived by the
gaming OTT for a certain user, is measured in the OTT server and is provided to a
QoS Monitoring service. This latter triggers, if necessary, a QoS Reduction via a QoS
Reaction module, which in turn contacts the ISPs External Services API (ESA) that
could be implemented as a standalone service whose proxy is the network control-
ling system (let it be SDN or any other network management system), or integrated,
as part of the northbound interface of the controlling system itself. The ISPs network
management system will check if it is possible to enhance the QoS in its domain and
will forward a request to the next (if any) ISP in the path to the user.

A certain degree of collaboration between bordering ISPs can be assumed. Once
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Figure 5: Chaining requests.

the users ISP receives the request and if SLAs with the user, in addition to network ar-
chitecture, allow it, the QoS enhancement could be exchanged for exceeding band-
width, be billed, or any other prestablished agreement. The figure exemplifies some
of the current and probable future network architectures that are foreseeable to be
employed by ISPs but does not try to be complete in that sense. So, the gaming
OTT will trigger a call to the POST where each ISP in the path is asked to reduce the
RTT. Also the following steps have to be performed for each ISP: the GET requesting
the minimum and the maximum RTT, the GET requesting the bandwidth available,
and the POST where it is expressed the will to exchange the available bandwidth,
whereas there is some, for a reduction of the RTT, whenever it is possible.

This work proposes the basis and a first approach to a chained collaboration
between OTTs and ISPs, focused on the enhancement of QoS by exchanging and
balancing connection parameter values, so that the OTTs provide their customers
with enhanced service by a reduced price or even free, the ISPs supply better QoE to
the customer while reducing parts of their SLAs as a counterpart and the customer
finally solving a problem with the service, being consumed almost transparently.

The RESTful methods proposed are envisioned for the use case in which RTT is
requested to be reduced by accepting a downgrade in the available bandwidth as
a counterpart. I find these calls interesting for services like online videogames or
videoconferencing systems, among others. The contrary might be also interesting
for other use cases and many other exchanges will be also inspected as part of my
future work. The definition of an instantiation of this proposal and specifying in de-
tail how it could be achieved by employing SDN is also part of my schedule. Finally,
the biggest challenge is how to model a SLA with the client that would allow this kind
of exchanges so that it can be enforced by ISPs, for that legal advice from researchers
in legal areas will be pursued.
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3 A Permissioned ISPs Blockchain For The End to End
Quality of Service Enhancement

In this work I designed a permissioned ISP blockchain for the end to end (e2e) qual-
ity of service (QoS) enhancement that shall be framed in an Internet Service Provider
(ISP) cooperative scenario. The designed blockchain is able to store users’ connec-
tion data, in those connections where a lack of Quality of Service is experienced.
Those data will be retrieved from the Networks Management System (NMS), and in
some specific cases can be retrieved from the SDN controllers, of the ISPs chaining
scenario that I recently proposed.

I designed the blockchain and I defined the smart contract by using Hyperledger
Fabric. The need for a cooperation among ISPs, in order to provide the OTT’s final
users with a better QoS, has been highlighted in several works. Ahmad et al. [32] pro-
posed a collaboration model where a strategy is described, to increase the revenue
generation and QoE for the OTTs and the ISPs.

In my previous work [2] a mechanism to provide a communication among OTT
and ISPs has been provided. REST APIs have been proposed in order to create a
channel of communication among OTT and ISPs, with the purpose of improving the
end to end QoS of the final users. In this work I designed a permissioned blockchain
for an ISPs cooperative scenario where user connection data is stored. I chose to
implement the designed blockchain by using Hyperledger Fabric [33], above all be-
cause it permits the use of channels and the creation of separate ledgers.

The paper is organized as follows. The design of the blockchain is provided in
Section II. In section III some aspects are discussed related to the embryonic de-
ployment of the Blockchain. Section IV draws the conclusions of this paper and the
future direction of the research.

By using the method that I defined in my REST API, such as GET minmaxrtt,
GET availablebw, POST rttreduction and POST exch-av-bw4rtt, it is possible for a
certain OTT to retrieve information regarding the user’s connection in a certain ISP’s
network. With the two GET methods proposed it is possible to know which is the
minimum and maximum RTT, how much bandwidth is available for a certain user,
depending on the initially contracted bandwidth, while with the two POST methods
proposed, it is possible to ask a particular ISP to reduce the RTT for a certain user, or
to exchange the eventually exceeded bandwidth with a RTT reduction.

By designing these methods, the problem of how to create a secure channel
of communication arose. In particular, how the information transmitted via these
REST APIs can be trusted by the participants to the communication. For this rea-
son I decided to design a permissioned blockchain for the previously described ISPs
cooperative scenario. I chose to try to implement the designed blockchain by using
Hyperledger Fabric, above all because it permits the use of channels and the cre-
ation of separate ledgers.

Furthermore, the use of X.509 certificates, released by the Hyperledger Certifica-
tion Authority server, guarantees a high throughput in terms of quantity of transac-
tions supported, and at the same time a certain level of security of the blockchain
network.
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3.1 Design of the permissioned Blockchain

In my design I considered that certain data can be seen by all the participants, in or-
der to provide the required improvement in the QoS delivered to the final users, but
other data can be confidential and hence has to be exchanged just by the OTT and
some specific ISPs. To do this, I used the channels approach architecture of Hyper-
ledger Fabric. This approach makes use of established channels to a subset of par-
ticipants in which only a determined set of transactions can be visualized, namely
those related to the participants of a certain channel. This is thought as a network
overlay, above the underlying blockchain.

My architecture is composed of a network consisting mainly of: clients, peers
and ordering services nodes, smart contracts, channels, ledgers, and Fabric Certifi-
cate Authorities. Nodes, in general, are the entities that are communicating in the
blockchain. They can be considered just as a logical function, being possible to run
multiple instances of them in the same physical server. It is important to consider
how they are grouped in trusted domains, and how they are associated to the logical
entities that are able to control them.

The clients, also called submitting clients, are designed to be the representation
of the end-users. They are in fact those who submit an actual transaction invoca-
tion to the endorsers, and those in charge of broadcasting transaction proposals to
the ordering service. In order to interact with the blockchain they are connected
to a peer node. The peer nodes are network entities owned and managed by the
members of the blockchain, that maintain the state and a copy of the ledger, besides
performing read/write operation. This particular kind of node receives ordered state
updates in forms of blocks from the ordering service.

They also can play the special role of endorsers. This special function is per-
formed towards a particular portion of a smart contract and consists in endorsing a
transaction before it is submitted. Inside the smart contract an endorsement policy
can be defined, which refers to a specific set of endorsing peers, where the necessary
and sufficient conditions for a valid transaction endorsement are defined.

In the designed architecture the SDN Controllers are the peer nodes, to which it
is also delegated the role of endorsers, being themselves the entities able to enforce
policies inside their network. The ordering services are the ones in charge of provid-
ing a shared communication channel to peers and node, and are able to broadcast
messages to all the peers, in the same logical order in which they have been output.

The access to the channels is permissioned, and they can be considered as a
further private blockchain overlaid to the main blockchain, where data isolation and
confidentiality are provided. Their definition is made by the configuration block,
that resides in the channel specific ledger itself. The smart contracts, also called
chaincode, are programmable containers where it is possible to define the functions
that will permit the interaction with the ledgers.

The number of ledgers will vary depending on the number of the channels, con-
sidering one per channel. Every ledger is composed of the blockchain, where the im-
mutable and sequenced records are stored in blocks, and the state database, where
the current fabric state is maintained. The Hyperledger Fabric Certificate Authority
(CA) issues the certificates that will authenticate OTT, ISPs and users to the network.
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3.1.1 The Membership Operation Architecture

The access to the system is allowed through a trusted Membership Service Provider
(MSP), whose task is to deploy a membership operation architecture, performing all
the cryptographic mechanisms and protocols requested for the release and the val-
idation of the certificates and the user authentication. Two or more nodes are able
to create a channel, and only these nodes are able to access to the data transacted,
thus providing a certain level of privacy and confidentiality that is bounded to the
security of the channel. Upon every created channel, the participants will be able to
create a separate ledger of transactions.

The importance of this feature is highlighted by the particular nature of the par-
ticipants to my b , where all of them are potential competitors, but where their col-
laboration with the other entities involved is crucial for the delivery of a better QoS
to the final users.

3.1.2 The Channel Configuration

Every channel contains its own shared ledger that has to be considered as an overlay
used for data isolation and confidentiality. Only authenticated entities can access to
the information transacted inside the channel. The configuration block defines the
channel, and contains a single configuration.

When the configuration of the channel changes, a new configuration block will
be forged, this process is called configuration transaction. The first of these blocks,
where the initial configuration is used for the bootstrapping of the channel, is called
Genesis block. The configuration blocks store data related to the organizations
which are members of the channel and according to which channel access policies
have to be applied. Also the block batch size is defined inside of it.

3.1.3 The Shared Ledger

The Hyperledger Fabric ledger subsystem is composed of two elements, named the
world state and the transaction log. Every node owns a copy of the ledger to which
it is belonging. The world state is the database of the ledger where it is described
its state at a given point in time, while in the transaction log, all the transactions
belonging to the current value of the world state will be recorded. It can be consid-
ered the update history registry for the world state. The whole ledger results to be a
combination of these two components.

3.1.4 The Smart Contract

The smart contract that I defined, will be used by the External Service Application
(ESA) [2] where my APIs will be implemented or by the SDN controller itself when-
ever the APIs will be integrated in its Northbound interface. By calling the functions
defined in the smart contract, the exchanged information will be stored as a trans-
action into a block. In Hyperledger Fabric, nowadays the chaincode can be written
in Go language or in Node.js. For my development I chose to use Go.
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Figure 6: QoS triggering.

The smart contract that I designed will be used to store the responses to REST
API calls shown in table 2, where four methods are described, which can be used
by OTTs in order to retrieve information regarding the user connection in a certain
ISP’s network. I designed my smart contract to store in the ledger the responses to
these calls.

The logic of functioning can be represented, as shown in figure 6, by this exam-
ple: the call to the method GET /qos/minmaxrtt?network = IPv4/netmask is triggered
by an OTT towards a certain ISP, asking for information regarding the minimum or
the maximum RTT for a particular host, or network of hosts, whose traffic is crossing
the ISP’s network.

This call will be performed by an application that has to be developed with the
Hyperledger Fabric SDK, that will interact via a network endpoint with the smart
contract. The application will propose an update transaction. The smart contract
through its functions will update the specific ledger for the channel. The access to
this ledger will be granted at least to the OTT that is requiring the information and
to the ISP that is giving back the response, in case the ISPs along the path among
OTT and final user are not collaborating each other. In case they have stipulated
an agreement, the channel will be accessed by more than one ISP, facilitating the
communication among the peers and user’s connection related information will be
shared with all the participants.

In these specific cases, the ISP’s ESAs, or their SDN Controller, will perform this
action through an application that has to be written using one of the released Soft-
ware Development Kits (SDKs). Nowadays, Hyperledger Fabric is offering two of-
ficial SDKs, one for Node.js and another for Java, but unofficially, the SDKs for the
languages Python and Go, also are available for the download and testing.

The development of this application will be covered in future works, together
with a testbed deployment, where the implementation will be used in a simulated
ISPs cooperative SDN scenario.
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3.1.5 The Ordering Services

The ordering services are a defined collective of nodes that orders transactions in a
block. The transactions are ordered basing on the first come first serve principle and
are independent on the peer processes. Members are tied by cryptographic material
which is contained in this element. Due to the heterogeneity of the participants,
more CAs will be deployed, in order to provide a choice to the entities involved in
the communication.

In my architecture the certificates are also used by the organizations to authen-
ticate the transaction proposals generated by their applications. If I consider that
the transactions committed are valid, the peers will use their certificates to endorse
them. Ordering services are a crucial point in the Hyperledger Fabric architecture
because the channel that they provide supports the atomic delivery of all the mes-
sages. This technique is also called total-order broadcast, atomic broadcast, or con-
sensus.

Through the ordering service it is also possible to provide support for multiple
channels, getting close to the messaging system of publishing and subscribe.

3.1.6 The Fabric Certification Authority (CA)

The Fabric CA provides a server and a client component. The server component
is the one that releases the certificates, while the client one is used to register new
identities and enrolling new peers. In figure 7 it is shown how the server fits in the
overall architecture. In particular it is possible to interact with the server via the
client component or via one of the provided SDKs. All the communications towards
the server are implemented via REST APIs.

As shown in the figure, the architecture made use of a HA Proxy load balancer,
to distribute the requests from a Fabric-CA intermediate server, towards a cluster
of Fabric-CA servers. This latter will then communicate with the databases, among
them it is possible to find the support for MySQL and PostgreSQL, but if LDAP is
configured, it is possible to integrate it, and the identity information will be kept
in the LDAP instead of in a database. Being my first implementation still in a very
embryonal phase, I preferred to use only MySQL.

3.1.7 Specific Use Case: e2e QoS delivery enhancement.

The OTT requests a reduction of the RTT for a certain user. The OTT, in this specific
use case, represents one of the client nodes that is submitting a transaction invoca-
tion to some endorsers.

The enhancement of the QoS for a particular final user is the object of the smart
contract. This request will be endorsed by the peer nodes, that in this case are rep-
resented by the SDN controllers along the path. I assumed that all the ISPs along
the path are implementing an SDN ruled by a controller, or a set of them, that is
interacting with the permissioned ISP . In case the ISPs are members of the same
channel, the OTT’s request will be made just once.

In case the ISPs along the path are not all members of the same channel, the OTT
request will be repeated more times, until the requested QoS for the final user will
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Figure 7: Fabric Certifaction Authority.

Figure 8: ISP simple scenario.
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be achieved. It is obvious that, choosing a channel where the ISPs are connected
together, namely where already the trust among them has been established, can be
more profitable because the ISPs along the paths have more interest in delivering to
the OTTs and the final users the QoS requested.

This approach brings advantages for everyone, from the OTT’s point of view, the
quality of the provisioning of its specific service is related to some QoS parameters
that a specific channel may already have demonstrated to be able to deliver. This
disruptive blockchain broadens the horizons for adopting new, specific and well de-
fined policies when choosing routing paths to utilize in order to provide a good end
to end (e2e) QoS for low latencies applications.

By nature, the Blockchain is used as a leading technology in cryptocurrencies,
and the scenario of cooperation among ISPs is highly suitable to the definition of
a new cryptocurrency, or to the use of an already existing cryptocurrency, through
which it would be possible to bill feasible improvements in the QoS.

This last approach would lead to a further increase in the efficiency of the man-
agement of network resources, such as for example the bandwidth devoted to each
user, optimizing its usage and increasing the routing efficiency for those applica-
tions which require a low latency. However, it is important to underline that the em-
ployment of the SDN controllers proves fundamental in this approach, inasmuch
they have demonstrated to be able to adopt a reactive behavior with respect to the
information encapsulated in every new block added to the blockchain.

3.2 Implementation of the Blockchain

3.2.1 The Membership Service Provider (MSP)

Each instance of a MSP has to be configured locally in each peer, orderer and on the
channel where they are communicating, in order to enable the identity validation
and the authentication, performed by the verification of the signature. The network
is created starting from the Ordering service, in which the configuration of the chan-
nel is contained. Each channel is configured via policies and membership informa-
tion, using X.509 root certificates.

A consortium of two or more organizations is defined by ISPs that need to coor-
dinate their QoS parameters related to a certain user, agreeing on policies that rule
the network. In the cooperative ISP scenario described in [2] a consortium is repre-
sented by the ISP chaining that connects the OTT to the final user. The policies will
be applied by the SDN controllers of the ISP networks providing a Round Trip Time
(RTT) within the desired thresholds, in order to provide a good QoS to the final user.

After the creation of the consortium, a channel is created, representing the com-
munication layer that will be used to connect the entities involved in the communi-
cation.

3.2.2 The Channel Configuration

The channel configuration is done creating a configuration block that, being the
first, is called the genesis block. In this block no other transactions will be stored.
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The channel configuration owns three important properties: it is versioned, it is per-
missioned and it is hierarchical.

In case a new organization is added to a channel, the steps to follow are the fol-
lowing: to generate its crypto material by using the cryptogen tool, to prepare the
command line interface (CLI) environment by running a docker instance and ex-
porting the ORDERER_CA and CHANNEL NAME variables. Then a Protocol Buffer
binary file will be saved, where the channel configuration block will be contained.
This block is generated by fetching the configuration using the peer channel fetch
command.

The previously created protobuf binary file containing the configuration block,
has to be converted into a JSON format by using the configtxlator tool. Furthermore,
the block will be cleaned from those headers, creator signatures and metadata that
are not relevant to the change that has been done, by using the jq tool. Then the
crypto material that had been generated before has to be added to the definition of
the new organization configuration.

After this step, the configuration update has to be signed and submitted. Finally,
before a new organization is joining the channel, the leader election process has to
be configured. The last part of the joining process, is the updating and the invoca-
tion of the chaincode during which its new version will be installed.

The generation of the crypto material is done by means of the yaml files con-
tained inside the artifacts directory of the new organization. Information such as
name and domain name of the new organization is contained in the related YAML
file.

3.2.3 The Smart Contract

The invocation of the function RTTreduction of the smart contract that I defined,
containing the request to reduce an RTT for a certain user, is done as consequence of
the validation of a transaction proposed by the OTT application towards a particular
ISP, or group of ISPs. ISPs are able to reduce the RTT for a certain user giving priority
to its flows, and adopting best path routing techniques. In my previous work, I also
considered the possibility to exchange the exceeding bandwidth with a reduction of
the RTT.

The lag experienced in certain real time communications is related to the RTT,
and it is possible that the bandwidth contracted by the user with its own ISP is not
totally used. The application of smart contracts to this situation will provide advan-
tages to all the participants, namely, will give the OTT and the final user the desired
QoS, while for the ISPs it will be possible to know exactly which amount of band-
width a certain user is not using at all, and employ the unused one in other ways, for
example improving the connections of those users that are not using low latencies
services.

3.2.4 Future directions.

In the conclusion of this first step towards the full deployment of a permissioned
ISP blockchain, I found several native features offered by Hyperledger Fabric very
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important for my scope. In particular, the possibility to create channels and to use a
specific ledger for every channel created, made us further reflect about the need to
create consortia of ISPs with the purpose of cooperating towards the same direction,
namely the improvement of the QoS for final users.

The next step in my research is related to the deployment in a real testbed of a
simulated ISPs network, where the ISPs cooperative scenario will be proposed. In
order to reach that step I need to configure the SDN controller to be able to read in-
side every new block of the ledger, and to program them to have a reactive behavior
depending on the information contained in the blocks. The usage of a blockchain
in a chaotic scenario such as the ISPs network traffic, will permit to create a new
generation of network administrators more and more oriented to the user’s flows
optimization, bringing this new generation to be skilled network software defined
programmers.

A further step in my research is the design and the implementation of a per-
missioned ISP blockchain ICN oriented; namely, a hybrid ICN blockchain, able to
exploit the native in-network cache and multicast functionalities offered by several
ICN implementations, such as NDN and CICN, that are the focus of my studies.

4 An ICN Blockchain for the Quality of Services Im-
provements

In order to provide a better Quality of Service (QoS) to the final users of an Over The
Top (OTT) service provider, a permissioned Information Centric Networking based
blockchain is proposed in my work.

Through the Smart Contracts proposed here, improvements in the end to end
connectivity for those OTT’s users that are suffering a lack in the delivered QoS can
be provided. In order to do this, the OTT is able to ask the Internet Service Providers
(ISPs) along the path for some information regarding the user’s connection, by call-
ing the methods provided by the REST APIs.

When the retrieved values are under the desired thresholds, the execution of the
Smart Contracts is performed between the OTT and the queried ISP. The designed
blockchain can be used in an OTT-ISP cooperative scenario where the improve-
ments in the user’s connection can be billed by using the Ether cryptocurrency and
a Proof of Authority (PoA) consensus algorithm is implemented.

Multimedia services such as videoconferencing, on line gaming, video streaming
and augmented and virtual reality applications require more and more bandwidth.
Users need to perceive a fair Quality of Experience (QoE) in order to remain loyal to
their Over The Top service providers (OTTs). The perception of the QoE is doubtless
influenced by several Quality of Services (QoS) parameters that can be measured in
the Internet connections, such as for example latency.

In this specific case, increasing the provided bandwidth would not be enough
to solve the lag problem in low latency services, which represents one of the most
annoying issues. Instead of the bandwidth increasing, a reduction of the Round Trip
Time (RTT) would bring the desired results.
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Final users that are enjoying multimedia services, OTT service providers and In-
ternet Service Providers (ISPs) along their path are the three main actors in this sce-
nario. All of them would benefit from a cooperative scenario where some informa-
tion about their connections is shared.

In some specific cases, the OTTs are interested in improving the end to end con-
nectivity towards their final users when a bad QoS for their low latency services is
suffered. To solve this problem, the need of a mechanism for the communication
among OTT and ISPs has been highlighted. In order to perform such improvements,
the ISPs involved will be those that reside along the path between the users and
OTTs.

In order to raise the standard of QoS parameters, in an ISPs cooperative scenario
I proposed in [2] REST APIs for the communication among OTT and ISPs. With these
REST APIs it is possible to retrieve user’s connection QoS parameters, such as the
bandwidth and the minimum and maximum RTT.

In [1] I highlighted the ICN paradigm as a possible candidate to solve the QoS
problems affecting real time multimedia applications. ICN enhances content deliv-
ery using features that the current IP network is not offering, such as data caching
and the request or the route of content at network layer, using the name of the con-
tent instead of the host’s address. It also provides transparent caching to final users,
which are agnostic of the localization of the content. This approach reduces latency
in the content access improving the network efficiency.

Furthermore, ICN offers native multicast transmissions. In traditional IP net-
works it is usually used for streaming media and other network applications, but
often ISPs block the reserved multicast address because they use it for their net-
work operations. Multicast over ICN solves this problem. The adoption of multi-
cast transmissions reduces the resources consumed by a server that is providing the
same content to more users.

Even though hybrid versions of ICN could be used by OTTs for the provisioning
of real time services to final users, in this work I am proposing only the design of
an ICN permissioned blockchain for the enhancement of the QoS for the final users
of low latency services. The designed blockchain is used to store the information
related to the user’s connection, gathered by the invocation of the methods provided
in the REST APIs. My design is considered to be a sidechain of Ethereum.

I also defined Smart Contracts (SCs) where actions aimed at QoS improvements
billing services are defined. These SCs will be executed when the retrieved pa-
rameters are below the desired thresholds. I adopt the Proof of Authority (PoA) as
blockchain consensus algorithm. The adoption of PoA increases the performances
in terms of transaction throughput. The OTT plays the role of authority node, while
the bordering ISPs play the role of validators.

4.1 Related Works

In [34] Lavbič et al., introduce a novel architecture for monetization using Smart
Contracts (SCs). Its goal is to improve the QoS when utilizing their home made
video-conferencing (VC) system in business context. They implemented their SCs
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relying on the Ethereum network, writing them using the Turing-complete program-
ming language Solidity. Also they have shown in their study that the Ethereum cryp-
tocurrency represents the lowest cost in transaction processing fees with respect to
the traditional methods of monetization, such as Visa, Mastercard and Paypal.

They packed the components forming the proposed VC architecture into a
Docker CI, and by using the orchestrator proposed in [35] they addressed the needs
to provide a flexible usage of the resources requested by the VC service. Such usage
can be measured and billed through the implemented blockchain technology.

In their architecture the users interact with the blockchain layer via a web GUI,
that enables the execution of the SCs and the interaction with the distributed ledger.
In turn, the blockchain communicates with the VC service, which by a monitoring
system and the orchestrator asks the cloud providers for the required amount of
software and resources.

In [36] Sedky et al. proposed Blockchain-Centric Exchange Protocol (BCXP),
which is an information-centric architecture used to optimize information ex-
change. Their proposed protocol resides on top of a three layer architecture. At the
bottom there is the NDN interest/data layer while in the middle there is the COPSS
publish/subscribe layer. With respect to BlockNDN in their work they implemented a
publish/subscribe mechanism which is originally missing in the NDN architecture.

4.2 Problem description:
the Blockchain scalability in traditional networks

In Blockchain systems integrity is maintained via consensus reached by network
peers. Such integrity is affected by several parameters, such as inter-block time and
the number of transactions per block. The achievement of the consensus is also in-
fluenced by network bandwidth, peer-to-peer network and block propagation delay.

In bitcoin network, for example, the block propagation delay is mainly due to
the traffic redundancy generated by the separation from the physical to the logical
topology of the network. Data transmission becomes more complex as the num-
ber of peers increases, causing a bottleneck in the blockchain’s transfer layer that
represents an issue for scalability [37].

Regarding Ethereum scalability Wood, in [38], announces that it will remain
an eternal concern, unless some form of hierarchical structure is adopted, such
as, for example, the consolidation of lighter-weight chains within the main block
or the construction of the main block by combining and adhering incrementally
smaller transaction sets, allowing parallelisation of transaction combination and
block-building.

Several approaches to solve this issue have been already provided in literature.
One is the increment of the block size that is related to the network’s bandwidth
while propagation delay is increasing. This approach brings to smaller blocks the
advantage of being committed by the majority of peers.

Another approach is to raise the degree of peer connectivity, which is bound to
the increment of the network overhead [39] [40].
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4.2.1 Existing ICN approaches

In works like BlockNDN [37] and BCXP [36] it has been shown how the exchange of
information has been optimized deploying blockchains over NDN architectures.

BlockNDN is a bitcoin-like blockchain system and has been implemented and
deployed in a cluster. The authors claim that serious problems that are affecting real
blockchain systems in IP network are the lack of support for multicast and the hier-
archies of status. In their design those problems have been solved. BlockNDN pro-
vides completely decentralized systems and simplifies a system architecture. Fur-
thermore, weak-connectivity phenomenon has been improved and the broadcast
overhead has been decreased.

BlockNDN uses directly the physical topology to broadcast transmissions. The
nodes just request data by sending interest packets. These packets are forwarded
along the physical paths by the neighbors, until it is discovered who has the re-
quested data. Whenever a node is able to send back the data requested, data packets
will be forwarded to the reverse path where the interest packet has been forwarded.

The efficiency in the transmission of the Blockchain, increasing the network per-
formance, is given by several factors. Broadcast overhead is reduced thanks also to
the in-cache functionalities provided by the NDN routers, that are equipped with
Content Store (CS). Native multicast is able to decrease the complexity of the data
exchanged. When a new block is generated a multicast transmission occurs. If Al-
ice, for example, caused a state change, Alice’s new data will be multicasted to the
other users, following the Packet Interest Table (PIT) entries set up in routers by sync
interests.

TCP/IP protocol does not provide any native support for multicasting. In order
to permit multicast traffic, extra work should be done. BlockNDN uses ChronoSync
[41] over NDN as synchronization protocol.

On the other hand, in BCXP [36] a customized blockchain protocol on top of
NDN has been implemented. BCXP implementation overcomes the network parti-
tion problem that affects ChronoSync. The BCXP architecture is composed of three
layers. At the bottom there is the NDN interest/data layer, on top of this the COPSS
publish/subscribe layer, while the upper one has the BCXP Namespace. The adop-
tion of an extended version of Content Oriented Publish/Subscribe System (COPSS)
[42] makes it possible to adopt a publish/subscribe model, a communication pat-
tern which is not natively supported by NDN.

Using NDN interest/data model is sufficient for pull-based applications, where
data transfer is initiated by the receiver. However, this is not the case in blockchain
networks, where receivers are not aware of blocks/transactions generation time.
This use case fits perfectly with a publish/subscribe model. Here, receivers should
subscribe to namespaces they are interested in and, as soon as blocks/transactions
are produced, they are broadcast to all subscribers.

4.3 A permissioned blockchain design

In the following analysis I focused my attention on how Ethereum implemented its
consensus algorithm, because my final goal is the deployment of my ICN blockchain
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as an Ethereum sidechain. My main idea is to adopt Ether as cryptocurrency, pro-
viding an implementation of my blockchain where the proposed Smart Contracts
can be run.

4.3.1 An analysis of consensus algorithms adopted in blockchain.

Ethereum [38] can be viewed as transaction-based state machine. It started with a
genesis state and then it executes transactions incrementally turning the machine
into some final state. That final state is the canonical "version" of the world of
Ethereum. A blockchain is a collection of blocks linked to each other where trans-
actions are embedded. In each block there is a header, where meta information is
stored, and which contains an ordered series of transactions.

Blocks are created by entities called miners, through the mining process. This
process has the same name used in mines, where gold is extracted, because the dis-
covering process of the digital currency can be as difficult as gold mining. In the
early history of Ethereum the mining process was carried on by using a custom ver-
sion of the Proof of Work (PoW). The PoW is the original consensus algorithm used
in blockchain network, and consists in the resolution of a difficult puzzle. The con-
cept upon which PoW is based was originally proposed by Dwork et al. in [43] in
1993, while the term was coined and formalized in 1999 in [44] by Jakobsson and
Juels.

The first implementation of PoW was introduced in 2002 in Hashcash [45] when
it was improved and experimented by using its CPU cost-function to compute a to-
ken that can be used as PoW. Finally, in 2009 the bitcoin network [46] went on-line
adopting the PoW as consensus algorithm, and pushing this system to be the most
secure and widely adopted in cryptocurrencies.

However, the huge amount of electricity required to run the PoW, brought the
Ethereum developers to announce that their platform will switch to a pure Proof of
Stake (PoS) blockchain, when the Serenity version is released. The proprietary algo-
rithm run on Ethereum is called Ethash, and its execution is done by giving as input
the block header of the last accepted block, in which a randomly generated num-
ber called nonce is included. In output Ethash returns a hexadecimal number. By
modifying the nonce, the output given by Ethash changes. The header of the block
that the algorithm returns must be less than the network difficulty, which represents
another hexadecimal number which plays the role of target to be beaten [47].

The resolution of the Ethereum PoW is easier than the one adopted in the Bitcoin
network, in fact a new block is discovered every 15-30 seconds, against the 9 minutes
required to mine a new block in the latter. Whenever a node mines a new block, it
receives a reward. In both systems the network difficulty is incremented, in order to
maintain the time required to mine a new block constantly. During the Ethereum
mining process two miners might produce a block around the same time, but only
one can be accepted in the main chain. In this specific case, the unaccepted block
is also included in the chain, even though it will receive a minor reward, taking the
name of uncle block.

The rules that are used in the validation process of a block by the miners, may
change among different versions of the client used to interact with the blockchain.
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In fact, by updating the official client, which for the Ethereum platform is called
Geth, also the set of consensus rules may change. When the miners are running
different versions of this software it is possible that they manifest their consensus
using different subsets of rules. In this specific case some blocks will not be rejected
by those clients that are running the new rules, thus making it possible that soft forks
of the blockchain occur.

When a software update presents a totally different set of rules with respect to the
old one, and a group of miners do not update their software, hard forks may occur,
bringing to a split of the chain. In this scenario some blocks may be valid for one
chain but not valid for another. Ethereum platform has been hard forked already six
times.

4.3.2 A Proof of Authority Blockchain design

The choice to adopt a permissioned blockchain is due to the major throughput that
can be achieved in number of transactions per seconds. The limit in the number of
transactions in the first and second generation of blockchain, such as Bitcoin and
Ethereum, is in fact a well known problem. This limit is considered to be the main
reason for the slowdown in the adoption of these cryptocurrencies for the purchase
of goods in everyday life.

The limit is due to two main factors, the time required for the updates propaga-
tion of the blockchain among all the peers, and the amount of transactions that can
be written inside each new forged block. A possible solution to overcome this limita-
tion is to augment the size of the block, thus permitting to insert more transactions.
On the other hand increasing the block size will further reduce the broadcasting
speed of the updates.

These reasons led us to avoid the use of a permissionless blockchain. Other ap-
proaches, different from the one that I adopted, can be considered, such as the use
of Lightning networks [48]. This approach enables fast transactions, thanks to the
adoption of a second layer that operates on top of the blockchain where a payment
protocol is executed. The protocol avoids broadcasting the transactions by opening
a payment channel, where two nodes can make use of Smart Contracts.

My approach is based on a permissioned implementation of Ethereum, exploit-
ing the use of Solidity as programming language and the Ethereum Virtual Machine
(EVM), combined with the blockchain, in order to execute SCs. This approach rep-
resents a good solution, in which the usage of Ether as cryptocurrency is permit-
ted in order to make the billing of the service improvement, while the access to the
blockchain remains restricted.

I chose to design my SCs using an Ethereum based platform called POA Net-
work, which is a sidechain to Ethereum that uses the Proof of Authority (PoA) as its
consensus algorithm. Thanks to the adoption of PoA the transactions can be de-
livered instantly together with a coherent consensus. PoA is a consensus algorithm
introduced by VIVA, more efficient than Proof of Work (PoW), because it does not
depend on energy consuming mining farms, and more effective than Proof of Stake
(PoS), because of the avoidance of top-heavy stake holders dominating the whole
ecosystem.
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VIVA forked Hyperledger Fabric creating an Ultraledger multidimensional
blockchain. In PoS system, PoW issues such as the quantity of electricity required
or the 51% attacks, are solved by adopting the usage of validators and avoiding the
resolution of a puzzle in order to generate new blocks. Those who want to perform
the role of validators have to deposit a certain amount of Ether in a Smart Contract
to participate in the consensus system.

For example, in Casper version 2, which is the successor of Casper Friendly Fi-
nality Gadget (FFG) [49], a hybrid PoW/PoS system, the amount of Ether that has to
be deposited in order to be a participant in the Casper consensus system is 32. A
limit represented by this approach is that a node can be a validator just by deposit-
ing a certain amount of a cryptocurrency, and the benevolent behavior of the node
depends just on the interest that it has in the amount of money that it deposited.
Namely, if a validator behaves in a malevolent way, the network will simply lock this
Ether away. The PoA consensus mechanism has also been implemented by Kovan
and Rinkeby in their respective Ethereum testnets.

My adoption of the PoA is confined to a private network usage, but it is also suit-
able for public networks, where trust is distributed. In PoA, such as in PoS, validators
are in charge to forge new blocks, but the approach taken to elect them is slightly dif-
ferent. In PoA validators are called also sealers and they perform the role of authority
nodes. A certain number of them are pre-approved and when a new node wants to
join, the sealers pool needs to be voted on by the pool itself. In this way it is possible
to control the sealers that are mining blocks in my blockchain.

Validators have to be formally verified on-chain via Decentralized Applications
(DApps), their identity information has to be available in the public domain in order
to be cross-referenced by every one and only one identity per person is allowed. De-
pending on the number of validators N, in order to avoid that a malicious one could
severely damage the network, each validator can sign at most one of a number of
(N/2) + 1 consecutive blocks. Until the private key of a validator is not compromised,
the security of the blockchain is not undermined.

In my architecture the pre-approved authority nodes are represented by the OTT
and the bordering ISPs, namely the one that is connecting the OTT and the one that
is connecting the final users. The ISPs along the path will be automatically inserted
in the sealers pool if they are connecting other OTT’s users. The designed blockchain
is intended to satisfy the users of a specific OTT, but more blockchains can be de-
ployed, involving users that are enjoying more OTT’s services. In figure 9 I showed
the basic scenario where an OTT is performing his role of validator, together with
the two bordering ISPs, while a user is enjoying the OTT’s service.

4.4 A Smart Contract for the gaming delay use case

In the scenario described in figure 1 a user is enjoying a service from an OTT, by
being connected to its ISP. The user’s connection passes through other three ISPs
and finally reaches the OTT’s ISP. By using the REST APIs in table 2 that I proposed
in [2], the OTT is able to know if and where the user’s connection is suffering bad
QoS. For example, if the user is playing a game that needs at maximum 30 ms of
delay towards the OTT network, and assuming the distances among ISPs are equally
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Figure 9: ISP blockchain simple scenario.

weighted, the maximum delay supported among each ISP will be 6 ms, considering
also the same value for the OTT and user connection with their relative ISPs.

A pseudo code for the definition of the Smart Contract that can be used for the
described scenario can be the one showed in the pseudo code below.

pragma solidity ^0.4.22;
// @title Gaming delay
contract GamingDelay {

/**total delay among
OTT and its users */
uint MaximumDelay = 30;

uint MaxSegmentDelay = MaximumDelay /( ISPsQuantity);
uint DelayReducted;
// Maximum round trip time
uint maxrtt;
/**Number of ISPs
that are in the path*/
uint ISPsQuantity = 5;
/* Number of Ether transferred for a
certain QoS improvement */
uint EtherTransferred;
//If true ,the delay is ok
bool DelayOk;
bytes32 IPAddressISP;
address OTTWalletAddress;
address [] ISPsWalletAddress;
/**Array containing the users
IP addresses */
bytes32 [] UsersIPAddress ;
/**Array containing the ISPs
IP addresses */
bytes32 [] ISPsIPAddress ;
/**Array containing those ISPs
that are not able to provide
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improvement in their connections
when parameters are below the
desired thresholds.*/
bytes32 [] ISPsBadQoS;

function CheckDelay(int n) {
for ISPsIPAddress[i]

execute method GET
/qos/minmaxrtt?network = UserIPAddress;
return maxrtt ;}

function bool CheckThresholdDelay (){
for (uint i=0; i<ISPsQuantity; i++){

maxrtt= CheckDelay(i);
IPAddressISP = ISPsIPAddress[i];
if (( maxrtt /2) > MaxSegmentDelay)

{ DelayOk = false;
IPAddressISP=ISPsBadQoS[i];}

else
{ DelayOk = true; }

return DelayOk ;}}
function bool RequestDelayReduction (){

DelayReducted = POST /qos/rttreduction?network=
UserIPAddress/netmask&maxrtt=MaxSegmentDelay *2;

if(DelayReducted <= MaxSegmentDelay)
{ PayForDelayReduction ();
DelayOk = true; }
else
{ DelayOk = false; }
return DelayOk ;}

function PayForDelayReduction (){
from OTTWalletAddress send money to ISPsWalletAddress[i];
return EtherTransferred ;}}

In this Smart Contract four main functions are defined: CheckDelay(), Check-
ThresholdDelay(), RequestDelayReduction() and PayForDelayReduction(). The
CheckDelay() function uses the GET method to retrieve the minimum and maxi-
mum RTT for the user’s IP address, returning the maximum RTT. The CheckThresh-
oldDelay() is a boolean function that returns true if the delay of the connection
crossing a certain ISP is under the desired threshold, false otherwise.

The RequestDelayReduction() function invokes the POST method used to ask a
certain ISP to reduce the RTT for the specified user to the indicated value. The ac-
cepted threshold expressed in ms for crossing each ISP network is contained in the
variable MaxSegmentDelay. The PayForDelayReduction() function is the one used
to make the payments from the OTT’s wallet to a certain ISP’s wallet. A possible
execution of this contract can be the one shown in the pseudo code below.

for (uint i=0; i<UsersIPAddress.length (); i++){
DelayOk = CheckThresholdDelay ();
if (DelayOk ==false)
{RequestDelayReduction ();
if (DelayReducted <MaxSegmentDelay)
{PayForDelayReduction ();
if (DelayOk ==true){
WriteToNewBlock("QoS parameter improved for the user with IP
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Address:"+UsersIPAddress[i]+"which was suffering a lack of
QoS while crossing the ISP with IP Address:"+IPAddressISP+"
.The amount of transferred Ether from the wallet address:"+
OTTWalletAddress+",belonging to the OTT , to the wallet
address" +ISPsWalletAddress[IPAddressISP ]+",is "+
EtherTransferred+".");}}}}

In this execution the OTT is going to perform a check for the users IP addresses, by
scanning the array containing them, and running the functions described above. If
the PayForDelayReduction() boolean function returns a true value, it means that a
transaction between the OTT and the ISP where the lack of QoS was detected, oc-
curred. Finally this transaction will be written in a new block of the blockchain and
validated by the sealers pool.

4.5 Future directions

In this work I presented a design of a permissioned ICN blockchain, defining Smart
Contracts able to improve a specific QoS parameter, the RTT. This work is framed
within the ISP-OTT cooperative scenario that I am currently investigating. I am now
focusing on the implementation of the proposed blockchain in NDN.

I am also looking forward to improving my design by integrating the interaction
with the SDN controllers of the ISP’s network and OTTs, in a hybrid ICN fashion.
My final objective is the proposal of a hybrid ICN model where real time multime-
dia services are managed cooperatively by OTTs and ISPs. The model will adopt a
blockchain which will be used to bill QoS improvements via cryptocurrency.

5 A study on how Blockchain can improve the Manage-
ment of Next Generation Networks

Internet traffic is growing together with the amount of connected devices and the
Internet’s best effort delivery model is not able to support efficiently such increase.
The resource allocation problem generated by this change has been faced by means
of design approach such as the Recursive InterNetwork Architecture (RINA) and by
creating new network paradigms, such as SDN and ICN.

Recently hybrid approaches have been experimented in order to put together
the benefits offered by different next generation network implementations. On the
other hand, the emerging blockchain technology is able to provide these possible so-
lutions with a method for authentication and data integrity, permitting the creation
of a communication layer, where information useful for a better network manage-
ment can be exchanged.

Furthermore, the development of a blockchain on next generation networks,
such as ICN, will take advantages that allow to overcome well known issues such
as low throughput in terms of transactions per seconds. According to a Cisco fore-
cast, Internet video streaming and downloads are starting to take more and more
bandwidth and will grow overcoming 81 percent of all consumer Internet traffic by
2021.
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Most of this traffic is usually managed by the content delivery networks (CDNs),
which exploit servers close to the network edge. CDNs’ main task is to reduce latency
and core network traffic. Notwithstanding CDNs’ scalability is widely demonstrated,
the scalability of the whole Internet is undermined by the rapid increase of video
traffic together with the proliferation of Internet of Things (IoTs) devices.

By definition, inside an IoT domain every node can be a provider, bringing to
more and more many-to-many communications, which in turn increase the size of
the routing tables. The problem of resource allocation is due to the fact that the
Internet’s best-effort delivery model is not able to effectively respond to the new
requirements.

This problem is affecting mostly Internet Service Providers (ISPs) and Over The
Top (OTTs) while they are trying to deliver a good Quality of Service (QoS) to their
final users. In order to tackle this problem, theoretical models such as the Recursive
InterNetwork Architecture (RINA) have been proposed.

However, a concrete solution can be figured out by adopting the combination
of next generation network architectures. Among these architectures there are two
important network paradigms: SDN and ICN.

RINA is a network concept which lays on the Inter-Process Communication
(IPC) model. Day et al. in [50] proposed a clean slate approach, which is based on
the principle that application processes communicate through a distributed inter-
process communication (IPC) facility. The application processes that compose this
facility provide in turn a protocol which is implementing an IPC mechanism, and a
protocol that is used for the managing of the IPC, performing routing, security and
other management tasks.

Among the features itemized in their work, a very basic premise where a differ-
ent vision with respect to the layered networking is described. In the IPC model
the networking is conceived as a single layer of distributed IPC which is repeated
for different scopes, in contrast with the layered networking approach, where each
layer performs different functions. Among the next generation network architec-
tures SDN is one of the most used in real scenarios.

By introducing a separation among data plane and control plane with SDN it is
possible to provide better scalability and high availability with respect to the tra-
ditional IP networks. Furthermore, the monitoring functions of the network are
improved by using the controller which is providing a global view of the network
resources.

The ICN paradigm brings to a substantial change in the way in which informa-
tion is exchanged compared to the traditional IP networks [51]. This change consists
in the transformation of the traffic from host-centric to information-centric. The
change is supported by in-network caching capabilities provided by the nodes and
the infrastructure itself.

The goal of this approach is the provision of a network infrastructure more re-
silient to disruptions and failures, more suitable for today’s use, with a special eye
to content distribution and mobility. Several hybrid approaches of ICN overlaid on
the traditional network have been proposed, among them it is important to men-
tion virtualized ICN [52] that makes use in its experimentation of the SDN controller
OpenDaylight.
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Blockchain technology is an emerging technology whose main purpose is the
provision of a shared ledger among its nodes enabling authentication mechanisms
and data integrity. The Blockchain can be mostly of two types: permissionless or
permissioned. In the first one, generally, a peer to peer approach is adopted and a
distributed consensus algorithm is run in order to forge the blocks that compose it,
and the participation is allowed to every user.

To preserve its security time or energy consuming algorithms have to be run,
slowing down the throughput in terms of number of transactions per seconds. The
permissioned one is restricted to only those entities that receive an invitation or
ask to participate. Generally the consensus algorithm, even though distributed, is
less energy consuming than the permissionless ones, because the whole security is
mitigated by the imposed access restriction.

In the latter the throughput can be higher thanks to the less time elapsed in forg-
ing blocks. In this work I analyze how the blockchain technology and the next gener-
ation network architectures may both gain by their commutative adoption. In par-
ticular the first one will be speeded up by being run on the latter, and the latter may
benefit from the adoption of a blockchain for the implementation of a safe and dis-
tributed authentication method also able to provide data integrity.

5.1 Related Works

As shown in the work DistBlockNet [53], where a distributed secure SDN architec-
ture for IoT using the Blockchain technique is proposed, SDN controllers are able to
have a reactive behavior, taking information directly from the Blockchain. In [53],
only SDN and Blockchain are combined in order to try to satisfy the rising requests
of the current IoT networks.

In fact smart devices need a more adaptive, flexible, efficient, secure and scalable
architecture able to optimize the data plane of each local network participating in
a distributed trusted wide area network. In their work, the authors try to satisfy
these requests by proposing a distributed Blockchain, deployed in testbed with 6
SDN controllers. They showed, in their results, how a blockchain can be helpful in
order to update the flow tables of each network, programming the SDN controllers
to read the data contained inside the Blockchain.

The final goal of the proposed model is to provide protections, including threat
prevention, data protection, access control, mitigate network attacks such as cache
poisoning/ARP spoofing, DDos/Dos attacks, and to detect security threats. Being
a reactive solution, also the attack window time is reduced thanks to a continuous
update of the table of flow rules.

They evaluate the performance of the proposed solution taking into consider-
ation several aspects: scalability, defense effects, accuracy, overhead analysis. For
the scalability analysis, they used 6 servers Intel i7 with clock of 3.40GHz and 16GB
of RAM, implementing a distributed blockchain network working with 6 controller-
s/verifications and 6000 request/response nodes.

Due to scalability reasons, they used OpenFlow software instead of Open-
VSwitch, that does not scale well when a large number of switches are emulated.
For the comparison, they also deployed a normally distributed SDN network. Their
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results showed that the flow table updates time with respect to the packet-in arrival
rate, the proposed model constantly performed superiorly to the distributed SDN
network, as the rate of the packet-in arrival increased.

For the defense effects analysis they deployed their testbed using two different
test environments, one software-based and the other one hardware. In particular
they used Mininet as SDN emulation tool for the software environment. In the hard-
ware environment the python-based POX SDN controllers, OpenFlow switch and
server machines implementing clients and data plane caches have been used.

Then they evaluated the validity of their DistBlockNet model, in both environ-
ments, measuring the bandwidth of the clients with and without flooding attacks
generated by other clients towards the switch, generating these attacks at different
speeds. They made an evaluation of the impact on the bandwidth with and without
their solution, in both environments.

In the work BlockNDN [37] a blockchain has been designed and deployed, which
uses directly the physical topology to broadcast transmissions. Jin et al. have shown
that the ICN paradigm offers a better efficiency in terms of the propagation of the
Blockchain. This is due to the possibility to implement the broadcast transmissions
directly over the physical topology, avoiding dealing with the logical topology that is
commonly used in the IP networks.

In [37] the efficiency in the transmission of the Blockchain, increasing the net-
work performance, is given by several factors, in particular the broadcast overhead
is reduced thanks also to the in-cache functionalities provided by the NDN routers,
that are equipped with Content Store. Also it is important to consider how native
multicast is able to decrease the complexity of the data exchanged. TCP/IP protocol
does not provide any native support for multicasting. In order to permit multicast
traffic, extra work should be done.

Compared to the Bitcoin network, where inv messages are used to avoid sending
block messages to those nodes which have already received it, in the NDN the inter-
est packet itself indicates the sender does not have the data in his Blockchain. This
reduces the exchanging complexity and improves the propagation method of the
system. In fact in their approach it is possible for a node to ask through an Interest
packet only for a certain part of the chain.

The Interest packet sent out by every node which needs updates, will contain the
hash of the last block that has been received. This approach represents a quick way
to obtain missing blocks in case of disconnection of a node from the network.

In [54] Sharma et al. proposed a novel blockchain-based distributed cloud archi-
tecture, with SDN enable controller fog nodes at the edge of the network, in order to
meet the required design principles demanded by the recent expansion of the IoT
devices and the consequently explosion of data produced.

They adopted as main technologies fog computing, SDN and blockchain. Their
proposed model wants to open new markets to the services offered through fog
computing. The blockchain that they implemented brings together data from con-
sumers and producers. Their model consists in four steps: selection of the resource
providers, provision of services, registration of transactions and payment.

During the selection of the resource providers the cloud user chooses one of the
providers present in the provider pool in the blockchain-based distributed cloud.
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Once that a provider has been chosen the procedure will go on with the provisioning
of the required service, that can range from task execution to data management,
including the deployment of servers to the user.

After that the service is provided, the service provider will register the transaction
in the blockchain and it will be shared with all the distributed peer service providers.
In the last step the user will pay for the service enjoyed. The model proposed is able
to put in communication, by using a blockchain, users that need some particular
resource services and providers that are able to provide it.

The blockchain is also used to create a sort of feedback mechanism for the ser-
vices provided, because the amount of resources required and the price paid for
them will be transparent to all the participants. The blockchain that they designed
is based on a consensus protocol that has been called Proof of Service, where the
contribution of a certain peer is measured by some actions that occur outside the
blockchain, such as the transferring of a file, or the performance of a computation,
or the provision of a set of data.

These contributions will create the assumptions that will lead to the token ex-
change among members. Their architecture has been evaluated and its perfor-
mance has been compared with other existing models. In their results they have
shown that their architecture can significantly reduce the end-to-end delay between
IoT devices, traffic load compared to the traditional IoT architectures and comput-
ing resources.

In [52], Sardara et al. contribute vICN that is a unified open-source framework
for the network configuration and management which makes use of the recent pro-
gresses in techniques of virtualization and resource isolation. Most of the testbeds
adopted by the research community for ICN experimentation are small scale or
application-specific environments, not reusable in different contexts nor in real
world IP deployments.

The proposed framework offers a single, flexible and scalable platform able to
provide reproducible large-scale research experimentation, demonstrations made
with physical and/or emulated devices and the required network resources to per-
mit the deployment of ICN in the existing IP networks.

5.2 Network Architectures for a blockchain application

In this chapter I am going to drive an analysis upon model, network paradigms and
technologies proposed in literature and in real case scenarios, to tackle the problem
of resource provisioning that the current Internet architecture is facing.

5.2.1 Recursive InterNetwork Architecture

Day et al. with RINA [50] want to face the problem of resource allocation in their ar-
chitecture by proposing an IPC model. In their proposed model a single layer can be
duplicated repeating the same functions, but in order to operate on several ranges
of the performance space, policies have to be tuned, such as for example delay, ca-
pacity and loss.
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By adopting this vision, the greater the demand for resources by the network, the
greater the volume IPC layers deployed, allows the architecture not to have logical
limitation to its scalability. In RINA security is improved by avoiding an application
to know any IP address or port of the connecting application.

In fact, in order to join a distributed IPC facility it is required an authentication
ruled by policies, that can be different for every facility. IPC layers are stacked upon
each other, and the network has been built with smaller and more manageable lay-
ers, in order to allow more granularity. This strategy supplies the providers with
a better resource management, enabling them to adopt a divide-and-conquer ap-
proach.

Not only the basic networking functions that need to be provided as fundamen-
tal service are supported by RINA, but also its distributed IPC facility is able to sup-
port services, ranging from application relays, such as mail distribution, to peer to
peer and transaction processing. RINA has been designed in order to remove the
barriers created by the Transport Layer implemented in the current Internet, per-
mitting ISPs to open new markets by the provision of IPC services directly to their
consumers, thanks to the exploitation of their specialization in the resources man-
agement of lower layers.

Another strength which increases its scalability is represented by the use of pri-
vate addresses to identify IPC processes inside each IPC facility. This allows its easy
adoption in private networks, avoiding the tyranny of the current Internet architec-
ture, where the amount of public IP addresses is limited.

5.2.2 Software Defined Networks

The term SDN is used to refer to a programmable network paradigm [55]. SDN is
the ability of software applications to interact with the programming of individual
network devices and therefore obtaining the control of the whole network [56].

Greenberg et al. in [57] described the main difference with the traditional net-
working paradigm. In SDN an abstraction between the traditional forwarding and
the control planes has been introduced. This separation has been created in order to
maintain the control of the forwarded data, divided from the decisions related to the
control of the whole network. The main objective of this separation is to program
distinctly the two planes, enabling faster innovation in both planes, while maintain-
ing lower complexity in their development.

In the RFC 7426 [58] the following definition for SDN has been provided: a pro-
grammable networks approach that supports the separation of control and forward-
ing planes via standardized interfaces. The authors provided also a graphical ab-
straction of the SDN architecture in the form of high level schematic. That abstrac-
tion is represented and a hierarchical model in which layers can be stacked on top of
each other and employed recursively, as needed, is shown. From the recursive point
of view this approach is similar to the one adopted by RINA.

Programmability, faster innovation and easier management have been enabled
by introducing a central entity called Controller, which is the one in charge to di-
rectly manage the control plane. Through the controller external applications are
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able to program the network [59], for example interacting with its northbound in-
terfaces where specific APIs can be deployed.

Like for every architecture or system that relies on a central entity, issues related
to scalability and reliability rise. The usage of the SDN paradigm spreads thanks
to the adoption of vendor neutral and open control-data plane interfaces such as
OpenFlow [55].

5.2.3 Multi-control approach in SDN architecture

Its open nature allows network hardware and software to evolve independently eas-
ing the replacement of proprietary hardware and firmware with commodity hard-
ware and a free open source Network Operating System (NOS). In [60] an SDN dis-
tributed control platform called Open Network Operating System (ONOS) has been
described and evaluated. ONOS is logically centralized even though its deployment
is distributed across multiple servers.

It follows the footsteps of a closed source SDN controller called ONIX [61] which
has been the first SDN controller to implement a global network view. Other two
leading Open Source SDN controllers are Floodlight and OpenDaylight, both are
able to run leader election process in a distributed system with multiple instances.

Hu et al., presented a comprehensive survey for multi-controller research in SDN
[62]. While the network size increases, a single centralized controller is not able to
satisfy the increasing demand for flow processing, causing its failure. To tackle this
problem a multi-controller approach has to be considered. Several approaches have
been analyzed and summarized in their work, but mainly the challenges that every
approach has to face are scalability, consistency, reliability and load balancing.

Firstly they introduced two basic multi-controller architectures, which they con-
cluded to be represented by the flat and the hierarchical design.

In figure 11 the Multi-controller flat design is shown. The controllers interact
each other by using their east-westbound interfaces in order to get the global view
of the network. A particular example of this kind of implementation is Onix. In Onix
the Network Information Base (NIB) is used, in order to maintain the global network
state.

The distributed architecture adopted by Onix offers a programmatic interface
for the control logic from which operations via the connectivity infrastructure are
conducted. The flat design is useful to avoid having a single point of failure in the
SDN domain, but the overhead of the extra control and the complexity required for
the controller management represent a disadvantage with respect to a hierarchical
design.

A typical hierarchical controller structure is implemented by Kandoo. As shown
in figure 12, in Kandoo, a two-layer controller is implemented, where a root con-
troller is communicating with the domain controllers, avoiding the communication
among controllers belonging to the same layer.

Figure 13 shows the architecture of OpenDaylight controller, which is one of the
SDN controllers that better fit in a Hybrid ICN infrastructure thanks to its model-
driven abstraction layer, as shown in vICN [52].
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Figure 10: SDN Layer architecture
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Figure 11: Multi-controller flat design [62]

In [63] Sardara et al. showcased a transport layer and socket API that follows the
successful BSD socket approach and can be used in several ICN architectures, such
as NDN, Content Centric Network (CCN) and hybrid Information Centric Networks
(hICN).

5.2.4 Information Centric Networks

The issues raised by the increase of video traffic and the quantity of devices enabled
to the communication, need to be faced by Internet Service Provider (ISPs) and Over
The Top (OTTs) providers, but at the same time also the research community has
been motivated to explore new designs able to provide a more scalable Internet,
having as main goal an efficient content delivery.

One of the results of these efforts is the ICN paradigm [64]. Two important fea-
tures introduced by ICN are the native multicast and the model of data integrity
obtained by securing the information itself, which instead of relying only on the se-
curity host to host provided by the certificates in the traditional approach, exploits
hashing mechanism to secure information.

Security in ICN is implemented directly on the information and not only on the
host that is providing it. This is due to the fact that the information requested by
the nodes can be stored elsewhere in the network. For this reason a mechanism to
secure it has been provided. The security of the information is implemented through
the use of hash, where the content is combined with the public key of the publisher
by ensuring data integrity.

In the nodes security is implemented by using certificates [65]. This approach
guarantees more security than the one adopted in the traditional IP networks, where
certificates are just used server side, while hashing techniques can be optionally
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Figure 12: Hierarchical design of the multi-controller [62]

Figure 13: OpenDaylight architecture
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used to ensure data integrity. In traditional IP network the certificates are mostly
used to cipher the connection between host and server, but no mechanism to en-
sure data integrity is automatically adopted by the network itself.

On the other hand, multicast can be performed through the capabilities of the
nodes to act as forwarders of information and through the in-cache functionalities
provided by the network. In fact when one content is requested by more consumers,
first it is sent to an area served by network in-cache functionality, then it will be sent
to the consumer that requested it, but also will be cached for the next requests [66].

This permits high scalability and the offload of the original server avoids send-
ing more times the same content to the same area in the same period. ICN offers
a publish/subscribe paradigm which is implemented upon multicast. Namely, a
multicast listener joins a multicast group to receive its data by subscribing to that
specific group. Then, when a new content is published, the listeners will receive the
requested data thanks to their previous subscription.

In traditional networks the adoption of multicast is limited just to intra-domain,
and can not be easily used by users. In order to permit a host to receive multicast
traffic, the router which is served by has to be configured to deliver the traffic re-
lated to a particular multicast group address, which is done using the Internet Group
Management Protocol (IGMP), and the other routers in the path have to let that traf-
fic cross.

Furthermore, the concept of multicast which is at the basis of ICN is more power-
ful than the traditional networks one, because it is based on the use of names instead
of the IP addresses.

5.2.5 How blockchain can improve next generation architectures

RINA and SDN represent two different approaches where the abstraction of physical
components plays an important role in order to face the problem of resource allo-
cation. While the first is presented as a conceptual model for the implementation
of architectures based on IPC, the second one represents a paradigm widely imple-
mented by several open and closed source technologies.

No strict connnection among RINA and SDN has been made in literature,
namely I did not find any works where SDN has been modeled by using the IPC
architecture on which RINA is based. However both architectures can benefit of the
blockchain technology in different ways.

Taking as example the Bitcoin blockchain [46], where a logical topology is imple-
mented over a physical channel, it is important to mention how the transmission of
the blockchain can be simplified using an ICN paradigm, such as, for example, the
NDN implementation of ICN, with respect to the traditional IP network.

As shown in BlockNDN [37], implementing a blockchain ICN based brings sev-
eral advantages, such as overhead reduction, minor convergence time and easier
recovery of the missing blocks for the nodes that lost the synchronization with the
blockchain.

Since NDN has no conception of IP addresses, the nodes just request data by
sending interest packets, which are forwarded along the physical paths by the neigh-
bors until it is discovered who has the request data. Whenever a node is able to send
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back the data requested, data packets will be forwarded to the reverse path.
Thanks to the in-cache functionalities and multicast transmissions imple-

mented by publish/subscribe methods, the retrieval of the missing blocks, or of the
whole blockchain in case of new nodes are joining the blockchain, is less energy
consuming. As shown in DistBlockNet [53] the SDN controller is able to react ac-
tively to network threats such as DDoS/DoS attacks, cache poisoning/ARP spoofing
and also able to detect security threats, by adopting their blockchain technique.

In their implementation they have shown how it is possible to use SDN and
blockchain in order to prevent malicious behavior and to scale the network re-
sources as needed. Sharma et al. in [54] focus their work on a blockchain where
services are provided and billed by allowing transactions among consumers and
providers. They defined their own consensus protocol, Proof of Service, which is
the one used to forge blocks and chain them together. The architectural model pro-
posed in RINA can be enriched by a similar concept.

In particular the distributed IPC facility that they proposed in [50], is able to pro-
vide not only fundamental services offered in traditional networking, but also ser-
vices of application relaying, transaction processing and peer-to-peer. These last
two elements are supporting elements of the blockchain technology.

The main proposal of the distributed IPC facility is to remove the barriers created
by the present Transport Layer adopted in the current Internet. This removal can
be performed by opening potential new markets for ISPs, enabling them to offer
IPC services directly to costumers, increasing the value of their offer, thanks to the
experience that they gain providing lower layers resource management.

The multi-control approach that is required by SDN to handle the increase of the
network size analyzed by Hu et al. in their survey [62], can be extended by creating a
communication layer blockchain based, where information regarding the network
resources is exchanged in a safe way.

Applying a multi-control approach with blockchain capabilities to a fog com-
puting scenario, new markets can be opened. Services can be offered by adopting
cryptocurrencies to bill for the increase of the network resources provided and smart
contracts can be used to regulate these interactions. SDN controllers can also oper-
ate remotely while keeping the provision of their functions fluently, if the link with
the SDN network that they are controlling has enough capacity and is close to the
consumer.

The adoption of the blockchain layer is able to create markets where consumers
can buy SDN services via fog computing to those providers that demonstrate to have
the expertise, improving performances in their local networks. In order to create
the conditions for a better resource provisioning, it would be necessary that in the
destination networks were deployed next generation networks able to exploit the
enhanced functionalities offered by the latter.

In figure 14, I introduced the blockchain layer in the SDN Layer architecture pre-
sented in [58]. I encapsulated the Network Service Abstraction Layer (NSAL) in the
introduced Blockchain Layer (BL). By encapsulating NSAL in BL it is possible to store
in blocks each of its interactions with the lower layer performed by service inter-
faces, namely the Control and the Management planes, and at the same time to en-
capsulate the data exchanged with the Application plane in transactions contained
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Figure 14: SDN Layer architecture with the Blockchain Layer
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in blocks.
The interaction with the SDN controller, can be performed by invoking REST

APIs that reside on top of its architecture, such as shown in Figure 4 in the Open-
Daylight architecture. These APIs are also referred to as northbound APIs. In a hy-
brid approach where ICN is combined with SDN, a blockchain ICN oriented may
even be adopted to manage the underlying SDN architecture, while keeping the im-
provements brought by its ICN implementation, such as less convergence time, less
overhead and more granularity.

The adoption of a distributed ledger in a multi-control approach provides the
consistency and the reliability required, inasmuch the ledger is by nature distributed
among all the participants and not tempered. At the same time, by adopting a
blockchain, it is possible to measure the network resources required and pay for
them or propose an exchange with other unused resources, addressing scalability
and load balancing issues.

The transactions contained in the blocks can store any kind of information that
can be requested in order to improve the network management, such as requests
for more network resources, as well as offers of unused network resources, routing
tables to provide consistency, update on firewall policies to prevent attacks and so
on. Smart contracts can be used in order to perform particular actions if a certain
condition is verified. For example specific smart contracts for the management of
the QoS can be defined.

When a certain value for a certain flow, or a group of flows, is under the desired
threshold, the smart contract is executed in order to increase the network resources
required.

In [2] I have defined REST APIs for the QoS, that can be implemented in the
northbound of the SDN controller. By invoking methods such as GET /qos/avail-
ablebw?network=IPv4/netmask it is possible to retrieve values related, for example,
to the available bandwidth devoted to a specific host, or a network. By invoking the
method GET /qos/minmaxrtt?network=IPv4/netmask the minimum and maximum
Round Trip Time (RTT) for a specific host or network can be retrieved.

This kind of approach can be helpful in the definition of smart contracts, in order
to measure network requirements. In permissioned blockchain the identification of
the entities involved in the communication can be performed by validators, or in
some specific cases, such as in Hyperledger fabric, by certification authorities.

5.3 Future directions

I analyzed several works that implemented blockchain, giving a challenging point of
view of its possible applications and integration with next generation architectures.
I am focusing my research towards the investigation of ICN blockchain because I
strongly believe that hybrid ICN architectures can be the solution of the resource
allocation problem, paying particular attention to the QoS delivery for multimedia
applications.
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6 Conclusions

This thesis has faced the QoS related problems in real time communications, de-
voting particular attention to ISPs cooperative scenarios. At the beginning a deep
analysis of the state of the art has been carried on, examining several methodologies
available in literature. When it has been possible, open source paradigms have been
evaluated in local or geographically distributed testbeds or by using their simulators.

In particular, networking paradigms such as SDN, NDN and CICN have been
experimented. Furthermore, the analyzed subjects related to the QoS have been
deepened and part of these results have been published in international congresses.

The activity of research and development presented in this thesis have permit-
ted to elaborate, evaluate and understand the state of the art of the solutions offered
to the QoS related problems in real time communications. For the blockchain de-
ployment it has been hard to produce simulation results or to deploy the proposed
design in a testbed.

Recently, an Amazon Web Service customized version of Hyperledger Fabric has
been analyzed, and a possible implementation of the proposed ISP blockchain de-
sign could be performed, by exploiting the cloud infrastructure offered by AWS. Part
of the source code, written with CloudFormation, for this deployment has already
been tested successfully, and in the near future it will be extended in order to sup-
port my blockchain experimentation.
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